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JERVIS BAY CAMP-OUT
Grey skies in Sydney and fog along the Wollongong Freeway seemed ominous signs for
those heading to Currarong for the November camping weekend. But by the time everyone
had their tent up and brewed up the mandatory morning tea, the weather was breaking and
it was sunny for the rest of the day. Over 30 members and friends set up camp in the
pleasant grassy confines of the local caravan park. The first destination was Point
Perpendicular, where a lighthouse perches high above the northern entrance to Jervis
Bay. Here we stood on the edge of the spectacular high cliffs, gazing over the bay
and the sea. On a short walk through the heath, we became acquainted with many of the
wildflowers of the area; particularly attractive were the large pink-flowered Teatrees. On the way back, we stopped to look at some more flowers. Flannel flowers
covered the sand dunes, Xyris and Melaleuca grew in the swampy swales, and there were
many other species beside the road.
After a walk down to Devils Gorge past gunnery emplacements, we headed for Long Beach.
This is one of the most delightful spots on Jervis Bay - a long stretch of white sand,
backed by dunes and thick vegetation, and water so clean and clear that it could have
been somewhere in the tropics. Those who ventured in to swim quickly testified that
it wasn't the tropics. 'It's fine, once you get used to it,' they all told us. The
shaded, humid environment of the remnant rainforest behind the dunes was a stark
contrast to the hot open beach. With blind faith, we followed our leader, Alan
Fairley, through this unusual area as he pointed out some of the plants which are more
commonly found in the Illawarra rainforests or further northwards.
Sunday was spent exploring Abrahams Bosom Reserve, east of Currarong. Here was the
remains of the SS Merrimbula and the beautiful Lobster Bay. Many plants were in
flower in the scrubby heath, including Grevillea barklyana, Stylidium laricifolium (a
Trigger Plant) and clumps of the low orange-flowered pea, Oxylobium cordifolium. We
sheltered from an approaching storm in Mermaids Gully, from where some people explored
a large ocean-front cave and a very spectacular cleft in the cliffline. By 1 p.m. the
weather had turned nasty, so it was time to have lunch beside Bosom Beach and head for
home. All agreed that the weekend was a successful way to end a year of OFF outings.
CONFLICT AT JERVIS BAY
Behind the serene scenes of bush and bay at Jervis Bay there looms another of those
classic conservation struggles. On the one hand there is a beautiful bay, with water
remarkable for its clarity because of the absence of any major river emptying into
the bay. The clear water is the home of many marine organisms, whose variety, form
and colour rival those of the Great Barrier Reef. Many of these marine animals rely
on the existence of the extensive seagrass beds, which in turn are present because of
the clarity of the water. A line of great ocean cliffs, perhaps the most spectacular
in the State, is located along a geological fault line and includes the highest cliff
in N.S.W. (135 metres), Wetlands, rainforests, heaths, and forests may all be found.
Fine white sand beaches, interspersed with low headlands, surround the inner bay.
Until the early 1970s, Jervis Bay was relatively undeveloped. The northern headland
(Beecroft Peninsula) and the southern headland (Bherwerre Peninsula), under the
control of the Commonwealth Government, were natural areas, used for naval gunnery
practice. However, between 1971 and 1976, the population rose 50% and about 60% of
the western shore line of the bay was developed for housing. Sewage effluent, foredune erosion, habitat destruction and visual intrusion all threaten to destroy the
naturalness of the bay. Various governmental reports on Jervis Bay have emphasised
the unique value of the area for nature conservation and passive recreation. The
National Trust has proposed that the remaining undeveloped shoreline, with substantial
areas of hinterland, be permanently reserved as parkland. It has outlined a
Currambene National Park, extending from Callala Bay to south of Hyams Beach, excluding
existing developments at Huskisson and Vincentia. It would include land bordering
Currambene Creek, which supports the largest area of mangroves in Jervis Bay, interspersed with saltmarsh and freshwater wetlands.
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CONFLICT AT JERVIS BAY (continued)
The Jervis Bay situation has been complicated by recent Commonwealth developments. The
Navy has decided to go ahead with the transfer of certain facilities from Sydney
Harbour to Jervis Bay. While this may be beneficial to Sydney (although it will in
fact release very little land for additional public foreshore), it is a serious threat
to the Jervis Bay environment. The Navy is racing ahead with their planss and there
is a massive public relations campaign going on trying to convince local people of the
benefits of the navy presence. The Shoalhaven Council sees a new era of more jobs,
more industrys more subdivision, and more income. Some councillors have even been
reported to say that the district 'has too many beaches!' After all, national parks
and reserves don't pay rates. The Navy ammunition depot is planned for Hare Bay, just
around the point from Long Beach. It will require dredging of. the bay, a wharf up to
1 km long, roads and bridges over Cararma Inlet (an area proposed as a Nature Reserve)
and other onshore structures. This could be the beginnings of a Botany Bay type
development and the loss of another area of beauty and natural importance.
Jervis Bay may not be the best location for the new facilities, and the local conservation society, Jervis Bay Protection Society, has asked why there has been no investigation of alternatives, as undertaken by the Army and in the search for a new airport.
COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days. Please
make yourself known as you come in.
First meeting for 1986; Monday, 3rd February, 7.45 p.m. Members® slide night and
social supper. Bring along 10-12 slides and a plate. It is expected that
programmes will be ready for distribution at this meeting.
First speaker for 1986;

Monday, 24th February.

First field day for 1986;

A Geology topic.

Saturday, 1st March.

NEW FEES FOR 1986
At the recent Annual General Meeting, new fees were set for the coming year.
Membership categories have been consolidated. The new fees are;
Household (including family, adult)
$5.00
Concession (including pensioners, students,
country members)
$2.50
Fees may be paid at the next meeting (3rd February) or through the mail to the
Hon. Treasurer, P.O. Box 52, Mortdale. 2223.
DISCUSSION ISSUES
The A.G.M. approved an innovation at club nights. After hearing Barbara Mallon, an
environmental chemist visiting from the United States, discuss the pros and cons of
nuclear reactors, it was decided that such presentation of issues should become a
regular feature of meetings. A 10-15 minute discussion will follow the regular
speaker. This will not necessarily be at every meeting, but as issues arise. It
should give members a chance to make their views known and keep everyone informed and
aware of what is going on. If you have a matter which you wish to air, let John
Blacker know so it can be included on the agenda. An outline of Barbara Mallon's
argument will be included in the next newsletter.
THE NIGHT HALLEY'S COMET «.....
Camped at Currarong on Saturday 17th November, conditions seemed ideal to view this
interesting phenomenon, away from the reflections of city lights. Down on the teeach
enthusiasm kindled by Betty and Ray and Heather, with star diagrams, binoculars strung
around necks and juggling torches, we scanned the night sky. For at least an hour and
a half we swung from Orion's Belt to the Pleiades, with occasional drifts of cloud
dimming the brightness of the stars, asking, 'Do you see anything unusual?' 'Does it
seem to be moving ... at all?® We didn't even notice that the tide was coming in,
until it was nearly lapping at our feet such was our eagerness to sight the comet.
Considering thatfeven-the close-up view through binoculars of the 7 stars of the
Pleiades was quite unusual (as far as I was concerned), we have decided that we
aren't prepared to say definitely that we didn't see Halley's Comet (without its tail)...
all we can say is .. if it was where it was supposed to be, we MUST have seen it.
From stargazers; Ray and Betty, 2 Heathers, Margaret and Betty.
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THEHFFERHAO^IMOFROBLEM
You may have read receut reports In the local new^paper^ about the problems facing
the upper reached of the Hacking River, especially what 15 happening to the Hacking
River In the Royal national FarkD A committee ha^ been established calling Itself
Friends of the Hacking Rivera con^l^tlng of representatives of local conservation
groups O^F^F^
well represented on thl^ committee and made a ^mall ca^h grant
to cover the groups Initial expen^e^^
The problems may be ^ummarl^ed a^ tho^e occurring now, and tho^e which will occur
In the future If action 1^ not taken to reverse the trends The Hacking Rivera
water quality and nature conservation value ha8 declined alarmingly over the la^t
few year^ and It ha5 the potential of becoming little more than a weed bogD
Already the platypus and other animals have died and the water ^mell^D ^ e r e once
you could paddle a canoe, you can now walk ac^o^^ the ^andy ^edlment^ brought down
from upD^tream^ The trouble 1^ that the catchment 18 mostly outride the national
Fark and there are several ongoing problems In thl^ catchments For example, road^
built for maintenance by the State Rail Authority are regularly washed away by
raln^ and many tonnes of ^oll end up In the catchment 8tream^^ A garbage dump at
Helensburgh 1^ le85 than ^ km from the Hacking River and effluent from the dump
flow^ straight Into nearby ^tream^D Thl^ dump 1^ the constant Source of heavy
metals, plant nutrients and dl^ea^e agents to the Rivera Other area^ of the upper
catchment have been Illegally cleared, have plg5 wandering around the bu^h or are
overgrazed by hor^e^D
The situation will get wor^e If the planned development at Helensburgh goe^ ahead^
Subdivision to hou^e 14,000 to ^0,000 people 1^ planned^ Such urban development
will have dl^a^trou^ environmental effects There will be Increased runoff and
sedimentation, greater bu^h fire danger and the destruction of habitats containing
rare plants and anlmal^^ Moreover, thl5 ^rea 1^ the la^t major open ^pace between
Sydney and Wollongong and we are faced with an almost continuous belt of development
from Sutherland to the lllawarra^ Ju^t Imagine what effect thl5 will have on the
scenic valued of the area and on the water quality of the Hacking catchments
What 1^ the solution?? The Friends of Hacking R i v e r a position 1^ to control
development within the Hacking catchment and to ^eek to add to the Royal National
Fark Immediately all undeveloped Orown LandD The committee ^eek^^ 1^ Mo further
development within the catchment before the completion of a Local Environmental
Study^ ^ That the Local Environmental Study a ^ e ^ the natural valued and
environmental effects of the proposed developments, taking Into account ^uch
factors a^5 water quality, buffer zone^, weed^ and dl^ea^e, feral animals, land^
^cape valued and scientific Intere^t^^ There 1^ a need to join the existing
re^erve^ with Royal and Heathcote national Fark^ to preserve the green belt and
to provide wildlife corridors
A lot of work 15 being put In to having the catchment land5 Included Into the
Royal MDFD and meeting with planning authorities A lobby book ha^ been prepared
and the conservation argument well documented^ It 1^ Imperative that members and
friends support thl^ actions Take action MOW^
Write to^ The HonD F^J^ Walker ^0 requesting that the subdivision of Orown Land^
around Helensburgh be stopped In order to protect the scenic rldgeDtop^ which
overlook the southern end of Royal MDF^ and that all vacant Orown Land be added
to the Fark^
The addre^5^ The Hon^ F^J^ Walker, ^0,
Minister for Housing,
^4th Level, 8^18 Bent Street,
Sydney^ ^000^
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CROWDS CLOSE ROYAL PICNIC SPOTS
This was the headline of the Leader, which reported that about 12,000 people spent
Christinas Day at Audley and that Wattamolla was so crowded that all the parking
was filled and cars had to be turned away. Traffic was also diverted from the
Loftus Heights entrance because of massive congestion. The New Year and Australia
Day holidays also saw huge crowds flocking to the more popular spots of Royal.
The problem is obviously one requiring careful planning. The answer is obviously
NOT bigger and better parking areas as a correspondent to the Leader demanded.
The logic of this 'solution® is to clear more bushland to cater for people who have
come to enjoy the bushland. As populations increase and more and more people visit
the Park, we could have a park with limitless parking areas. "Like any other public
venue, once it's full we have to close it," said Ken Ayers, the Park Superintendent.
Popular National Parks in U.S.A. often close their gates. As conservationists, we
should support such controls to protect our bushland and push for the creation of
larger parks. What better evidence is there in support of the argument that Royal
N.,P.. should be increased in size by the addition of the upper Hacking catchment?
NOTE FROM THE TREASURER
Nine new membership applications were accepted at the meeting earlier this month.
Unfortunately no address was obtained for one of these members and so it was
impossible to post this issue of O.F.F. News to her. Should anyone know the
address of Ruth Cirowley, would h/she ring Harry or Olive Whaite on 57 6459 as soon
as possible?
FAR NORTH COAST CRISIS
'
Information hss been received from the Far North Coast Environmental Resource
Network on the massive development taking place or being planned in Tweed Shire.
Entitled GOLD COAST MOVES SOUTH, a sheet outlines some of this development. It
points out that: 'Virtually all of the Tweed Shire coast - its valuable wetlands,
heath and dunes - is proposed for intensive urban, tourist and canal•development =!
Massive canals and borrow pits have been bulldozed and melaleuca swamp deliberately
killed by aerial spraying. The Shire Council has made no attempt to stop the work,
even though most of it was unauthorised. Despite the Minister for Environment and
Planning®s emphasis on the State Government's concern about the overdevelopment of
the coast, the Department of Environment gild Planning has failed to control the
situation. What is happening in this Shire could influence other areas to the
south, such as Byron and Ballina. We are asked to.write to the Premier., Hon, N.K.
Wran, and the,]Minister for Environment and Planning, Hon. Bob Carr, requesting:
a moratorium on all projects of dubious legality; an urgent conservation study of
the far north coast and environment protection zoning of all valuable areas. A
map showing the developments will be on the notice board at the next meeting.
HELP SAVE THE' BEACHES
A special appeal from the National Parks Association.
'How many of us have been made aware of the problems of vehicles on beaches?
Perhaps it has only been the impact of seeing tyre marks on an otherwise pristine
beach. Perhaps it's been noise and smell as a vehicle drove past. Or perhaps it's
been the shock of nearly being injured or seeing someone else put in danger by a
vehicle, The number of vehicles capable of being used on the beach is increasing
exponentiallyj, and the conflict between quiet pedestrian use of our beaches and
vehicles will continue to grow. And as the number of vehicles increase, so will
the political pressure to retain the beaches as highways ... If we don't act now,
the various 4WD clubs and other groups who are pressing for even more access to
our beaches will win the day.®
The NPA recommends letters to the Minister fof.Environment and Planning and local
MPS asking that all of our wonderful N.S.W. beaches be kept clear of all vehicles.
PUBLICATIONS-RECEIVED
Available next meeting.
Wildlife Australia (Summer 1985)
National Parks Journal (December 1985)
Wildlife Research News (December 1985)
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MEMBERSHIP FEES - NOW DUE
Fees are now due for 1986. They may be paid at the next meeting or by post to:
Hon„ Treasurer, P.O. Box 52, Mortdale, 2223.
The new fees are:
Household (including family, adult)
$5.00
Concession (pensioners, students, country).$2.50
Also available is the 1986 programme, with its varied and interesting range of
activities.
**** Help increase our membership!!! Give a friend an OFF Programme and encourage
him/her to come along to our meetings or on our field days.
PROS AND CONS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS
At our last meeting of 1985, Barbara Mallon gave us a short outline of her feelings
about nuclear reactors. Barbara and Dick Mallon, and their family, came to Australia
from near San Francisco in early 1985. She is an environmental chemist and Dick has
been involved with the peaceful use of nuclear energy. She claimed no expert knowledge of nuclear energy, but set out her thoughts as an 'educated layperson®. In
response to a number of requests, her talk is summarised below.
'Some people are knowledgeable and have informed opinions while others are
afraid of new technology and are therefore totally opposed,, The latter group
is sometimes disparagingly referred to as 'those environmentalists® by the
press, politicians and power companies. We need to see all sides of issues
to influence the decisions so as to get the best for the environment.
So - are nuclear power plants good or bad? Like most questions, it isn't all
positive or negative. Is it better or worse than the alternative? First, we
have to accept some realities of our society whether we like them or not:
1. There is an increasing demand for more electric power which we
cannot stop;
2. Some of the current means of producing power are not totally acceptable
either, e.g. soot and ash, acid rain from coal or oil fired plants,
flooded river valleys from hydro-electric plants, and even windmills
make noise and are very visible over long distances;
3. Medical isotopes are needed to treat various cancers and to trace
other medical problems.
On the positive side, nuclear power is clean. Economically it looks very good.
There is no smoke or acid rain. There should be no leakage of radioactivity.
It is quiet. Nuclear power will prevent unnecessary damming of rivers and
conserve coal and oil for other uses. An nuclear power is becoming cheaper.
There are not many reactors producing medical isotopes worldwide. Lucas
Heights is the only one in Australia. Many of these isotopes are too shortlived to be realistically imported.
Yes, there are drawbacks to nuclear reactors and these involve the possibility
of accidents, thermal pollution of adjacent waterways, disposal of radioactive
waste products, and the security of the uranium core materials from terrorists.
These of course are not minor concerns and must be addressed. Is it likely
that the power plant will break down in some way that will injure people living
nearby? Can reactors be designed so that no radioactivity will be released to
the environment in case of human error?
Careful design and management should remove these worries. It should be
mentioned that the 'disaster' at 3 Mile Island injured noone and released no
radioactivity outside the plant. Many mine deaths have occurred meanwhile and
black-lung disease continues to take its toll.
Nuclear reactions produce many radioactive elements; some have very long halflives. Can these be stored safely? There are various proposals for storage
in huge underground salt caverns to walling them in permanent surface storage.
Are these acceptable? The worst fear is, I suspect, "Can a terrorist steal
the uranium core and make a bomb?" A crude bomb could be made from the used
reactor fuels, Can we provide the security necessary to prevent this possibility
So - in conclusion, how do I feel?
Environmentally, reactors are superior to many types of power generating methods,
if safeguards are proper for the plant itself, the radioactive waste and
especially the fuel material.®
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Children and visitors are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in.
February 24 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. Richard Schon, a well-known lecturer, will talk
on 'GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION IN NEW SOUTH WALES". As conservationists
we usually think in terms of protecting plants and animals (look at our
name 'Flora and Fauna'), but neglect the conservation of important
geological sites. In the U.S.A. they have Geological Monuments as well
as National Parks; nothing like that exists here. An excellent topic
to begin our lecture programme!!
March 1 (Saturday). Royal National Park. Walk to Winifred Falls, a beautiful spot
on the upper reaches of South West Arm. Meet at Audley at 10 a.m. For
further information see the leader, Val Boyan, at club night or phone
533 1013 (home).
March 3 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk. First for the year. Meet 10 a.m.
at kiosk. If in doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Beattie on
523 7458.
March 24 (Monday), Philip Moore - slides and talk on 'ALPINE PLANTS®.
the change of topic from that printed in the programme.)

(Note

IMPORTANT PUBLIC MEETING
The Australian Conservation Foundation has extended a special invitation to O.F.F.
members to attend a public meeting on FRIDAY, 7 MARCH 1986 at 7.15 p.m. The topic
is AUSTRALIAN PRIMARY INDUSTRY AND CONSERVATION. The Hon. J.C. ICerin, Minister for
Primary Industry will discuss issues with an expert panel and the audience. Issues
will include Soil and Water Conservation, Forestry and Woodchips. There is an
Environmental Impact Study on the Woodchip Industry being published soon. This
meeting will give everyone a much needed opportunity to quiz the Minister about it.
The panel will consist of Jeff Angel (Total Environment Centre), Mr. Dick Mason
(National Parks Association) and Dr. Fred Bell (Lecturer, UNSW).
Venue: Merewether Building, Sydney University, Cnr. City Road and Butlin Avenue,
Darlington (near footbridge over City Road).
Cost:
$3.00; concession $2.00
HALLEY'S COMET - A note from Harry Whaite
I read with interest the item in the last issue of 'OFF News' concerning the attempt
to see Halley's Comet using binoculars whilst at Currarong on Saturday, 17 November.
I doubt if it could be seen. Some members of the N.S.W. branch of the British
Astronomical Association did so with binoculars earlier that month at Meadow Flat
beyond Wallerawang, but their success was due to the clearer atmosphere at altitude
and an exact knowledge of where to look.
On the night of 17 November at 9.00 p.m. the comet should have been two or three
degrees (four to six apparent moon diameters) above the Pleiades. If it had been
observed, no obvious movement of the comet against the background stars would have
been detected - it was then only moving one degree per day. For comparison, the
moon moves through about twelve degrees per day.
On 12 December, in Oatley and using 8 x 40 binoculars, I saw the comet in the
constellation of Pisces between the stars Theta and Iota. I confirmed this
sighting by the change in position two nights later.
Halley's Comet will be at its nearest to the sun on the night of 9th February, being
then only about 88 million kilometres from that body. It will not be visible until
later in the month. If you want to be one of the first viewers (and if the weather
cooperates), get up about 5.00 a.m. on one of the mornings after you receive this
newsletter. The comet should be between east and south-east, with its head about
one-tenth to one-ninth of the altitude from horizon to zenith. More recent calculations have decreased its luminosity by a factor of about sixteen, so it may te
relatively disappointing.
As the year goes on, the comet will rise earlier and earlier. By mid-April, its
luminosity will have halved, but it will be practically overhead before midnight,
Hon, President:
Hon. Secretary:
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BUSHLAND IN URBAN AREAS
A significant step forward was recently made with the release of the State Government's draft policy designed to protect Sydney's urban bushland. The policy was
launched by the Premier, Mr. Wran, and the Minister for Planning and Environment,
Mr. Carr, on 31st January, 1986 at Oatley Point Reserve. O.F.F. has copies of
both the News Release and the Draft Policy if members wish to examine them. Copies
of the braft Policy - Bushland in Urban Areas® may be obtained from NSW Department
of Environment and Planning, 52 Bay Street, Rockdale. 2216. (Tel: 597 1233).
'Bushland® is defined as land on which there is vegetation which is either a
remainder of the natural vegetation or, if altered, is still representative of the
structure and floristics of the natural vegetation. The policy is designed to
protect bushland on land zoned or reserved for public open space. It does not
totally prohibit the destruction or removal of bush', but places a strong onus on
local councils to preserve it. Councils may only consent to the removal of bushland where a proposed development is essential in the public interest and no
reasonable alternative is available to its removal. (Of course, the problem is:
Who makes the decisions about a development being essential, and who looks for the
reasonable alternative?). The policy specifically states that no development
consent is required from council for the removal of vegetation for the purpose of
'bushfire hazard reduction® (a euphemistic term for officially approved regular
bushland destruction).
Despite its weaknesses (especially that of putting too much faith in the goodwill
of councils), the policy does recognise the value of urban parks and establishes
the principles underlying bushland conservation. Notes accompanying the policy
state:
'Bushland within urban areas is a valuable community resource, both as part of
the natural heritage and from a recreational, psychological, educational and
scientific point of view. Bushland areas form a valuable addition to a region's
recreational opportunities, including bushwalking, the study of natural history,
or simply sitting and picnicking in natural surroundings. Aesthetically they
contribute to the landscape quality of an area, and may provide a buffer between
residential development and sources of noise or pollution.
Remnant bushland areas can play an important part in the conservation of plant and
animal species, particularly in maintaining representative samples of plant
communities over their whole range. They provide permanent or temporary habitats
for wildlife, particularly for birds. Small bushland areas linked together can
act as wildlife corridors, allowing for the movement of many species.
Natural areas can be used as living laboratories for the study of subjects such as
biology, zoology, ecology and biogeography. The existence of these areas within
cities is valuable for educational purposes since they are readily accessible to
schools, and adult educational centres. They have considerable historical and
archaeological value, often containing relics of early aboriginal settlement.
Bushland is a natural stabiliser of the soil surface, preventing erosion and
protecting watercourses and estuaries from siltation and consequent damage to the
ecology of these areas. It may also contribute to climatic control, acting as a
buffer against wind and lessening extreme weather conditions,®
PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED - available at next meeting.
Habitat, February 1986: Articles on Kakadu wetlands, W.A. woodchipping, and
'a new ethic of responsibility' (by H.C. Coombs).
Australian Natural History, Summer 1986: Articles on saltwater crocodiles,
Bogong moths, wild foods, desert crabs, Downey Creek logging.
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in.
March 24th (Monday). 7.45 p.m. Philip Moore presents a talk with slides on
KOSCIUSKO ALPINE PLANTS. Philip Moore is an excellent speaker, an ex
president of the Society for Growing Australian Plants and he has some
fine photographs. We should have time at the end of the talk to show
some of the slides taken of the OFF trip to Kosciusko in January. If
you have any slides from that trip, bring them along.
April 5th (Saturday). BUS TRIP TO BENTS BASIN AND WARRAGAMBA DAM. Bents Basin is
a State Recreation Reserve on the Nepean River near Wallacia. It is an
interesting area, with a large deep swimming hole, a variety of flora and
an attractive river gorge. Lunch and short walks here before driving to
Warragamba Dam. Cost: §8.00. Bookings essential. See Val Boyan at the
next meeting or ring her on 533 1013. Bus leaves Oatley Station at 8.00am.
April 7th (Monday)• Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet at.10 am at kiosk.
doubt because of the weather, ring Nancy Beattie on 523 7458.

If in

********
A special evening at the Uniting Church Hall *********
April 16th (Wednesday). 7.45 p.m. Tony Groom of International Park Tours has agreed
to give us a programme on national parks of other countries. If you are
interested in travel, in beautiful scenery or superb photography, then do
not miss this night.- Come and bring friends. We hope to fill the hall.
April 28th (Monday). The adventure continues. WALKING THE KOKODA TRAIL.
Adventurer and trip organiser, Clive Baker, will talk about this
fascinating area of Papua-New Guinea.
NOTE FROM THE HON. TREASURER
Because of the additional cost which would result from dispatching extraneous matter
With 'OFF News', the Hon, Treasurer has not been posting receipts when members pay
their subscriptions by cheque. However, if receipts are requested, they are sent
with the following issue.
In future, at each meeting, Harry proposes to pin up a list of persons whose receipts
have not been forwarded. If your name appears on the list, would you please lighten
his burden by collecting your receipt?
GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION IN N.S.W.
A report on Richard Schon's talk at last meeting.
Richard was involved with the Enquiry for the National Estate. He travelled the
State examining geological features and special landforms. In all Australia there
were only 7 sites designated as Geological Reserves. Three of these were in N.S.W. Fennell Bay (reserved for its fossil treees in 1904), the Belmont Fossil Insect Beds
(1959) and Farrs Hill, Hunter Valley (fossils, 1970) . The Sites and Monuments SubCommittee of the Geological Society of Aust. received a grant to fund a geologist
to examine and document further sites and to produce a book on them. Volume 1 of
that book 'GEOLOGICAL HERITAGE OF N.S.W.' has now been printed, and should be of
interest not only to conservationists, teachers and students, but also to the
general public. At present5 the book is available from the Museum bookshop and a
few other specialist outlets.
The survey of sites was divided into three sections, based on importance.. Some are
too important to allow free public accessj, others have an educational or reference
value. It Was found that existing legislation is inadequate to protect these sites.
Although there is a need for a new category - 'Protected Geological Area' - the
N.S.W. Government is not keen on the idea, possibly because of the influence of the
mining lobby. The contrast with Britain was made. There more than 1500 Geological
Sites are protected hy suitable legislation, and there are designated Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) .
The talk was accompanied by excellent slides, including Burning Mountain,
Warrumbungles, Bombo Quarry, Bungonia Gorge, David Moraine, coastal cliffs, old
mine sites and road cuttings.
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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HACKING RIVER CATCHMENT
This Society continues to take an active role in the Friends of the Hacking River
Group. During the last month, a number of OFF members went on a day walk to inspect
Cawleys Creek and Frews Creek which flow from the expressway through Crown land and
National Park into Hacking River. It proved a rugged encounter, with a lot of rock
hopping along the creek. This was compensated for by the untouched rainforest
vegetation along the lower part of the creek and the discovery of two impressive
waterfalls. (The beauty and virgin nature of the area may not have been fully
appreciated by Committee member, Bernie Sargeant, who slipped and apparently cracked
a rib and was in great pain for the last part of the trip.)
Alan Fairley attended the FOHR meeting at Sutherland, where the main item of
discussion was the preparation of a detailed leaflet for widespread distribution in
the Helensburgh-Sutherland area and a park proposal. This proposal Will contain
maps, background information, land usage and plenty of pictures; it is designed to
impress on politicians and other decision-makers the importance of the upper Hacking
catchment. Both the leaflet and the park proposal are ready to proceed - the only
hold-up is money. About $1000 is needed urgently for printing and distribution.
OFF has offered to help in the most practical way possible. A fund-raising barbecue
is to be held at John Blacker's home on Sunday, May 18. (See the programme for
details.) Also, a collection will be made at our next meeting. This is a very worthy
cause, so PLEASE, bring your money with you. The bushland south of Waterfall and the
catchment of the Hacking River is in immediate danger of destruction. Action must
be taken NOW.
Details of the Hacking River problem were printed in the February/March 1986 issue of
"OFF News'. The basic objectives of the group are:
(a)

No further urbanisation in the Hacking River catchment (except for environmentally acceptable urban infill within the existing built-up area of Helensburgh).

(b)

The Protected Waters standard be applied to all wastes discharged into the
Hacking River, including urban stormwater discharges.

(c)

All natural lands in the Hacking River catchment be added to the Royal
National Park.

(d)

Extend the Illawarra Escarpment State Recreation Area as proposed by the
Illawarra Natural History Society and the South Coast Conservation Society.
In particular, the section of the proposal from Stanwell Tops to the Telecom
repeater station above Scarborough which is now threatened by urbanisation.

OATLEY PARK BURNING
Despite our protests and the mass of scientific evidence (see 'OFF News' Oct/Nov
1985), the fire authorities began burning the undergrowth of Oatley Park on April 3.
The Society has issued a press release voicing our objections to the practice of
'control burning' in important urban bushland areas, such as Oatley Park.
KURNELL AND INDUSTRY
Two spokespersons from the Kurnell Action Committee attended the OFF Committee
meeting in April to seek our support in opposing the spread of hazardous types of
industries on Kurnell Peninsuaa. They argue that such development is totally
inappropriate for the 'Birthplace of Australia', and that it could contaminate the
sensitive wetlands of Botany Bay and further pollute the surfing beaches as stormwater outlets into the ocean are planned.
At present, three development applications are before the Minister for Environment
and Planning. They are Bayer Aust. Ltd. (solid and liquid pesticides), H.C.
Extractions (manufacture and storage of L.P. gas), and Materials Technology Ltd.
(aerated lightweight concrete using sand from the sand hills).
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Kurnell and Industry (contd)
If these companies are allowed to locate on the peninsula, it may only be the beginning
- I.C.I, owns a large portion of land adjacent to the Bayer site. W.R. Grace Chemicals
have recently purchased a few hectares and will not at this stage make public what they
intend to do with it. It should be noted that Grace Chemicals in the USA are at present
under investigation due to court cases relating to leukaemia and cancer victims amongst
residents living close to their plant.
The State Government should learn from the mistakes made overseass where the long term
effects of the concentration of chemical companies is becoming apparent. The risks of
pollution are high. Air and noise pollution will increase and the companies will
discharge matter into the sewerage effluent lines which discharge into the ocean at
Point Potter along the shoreline of the Historic Site.
You can find out more by writing to the Kurnell Action Committee, P.O. Box 10, Kurnell,
2331. Or you may wish to sign the letter of protest which will be available at our
next meeting.
BENT'S BASIN BUS TRIP - REPORT BY OLIVE WHAITE
Did those people who missed the bus trip to Bent's Basin know it was being held on the
hottest April day on record? There was certainly no other reason for not going. New
to most of us, Bent's Basin proved a delightful spot. An undulating tree-dotted slope
of mown grass led to the lake nestling among the hills with a sandy heath edging the
water. Water closets - an unlocked for comfort at such a remote spot - not really
removed from nature in the form of a friendly frog willing to share a few moments in
contemplation. Some of the more far-sighted members enjoyed a refreshing swim after
walking around the lake, but only two gluttons for punishment climbed to the lookout
after lunch. With about 1% hours to spend at Warragamba Dam in the afternoon, most of
us crossed the suspension bridge. Those who turned left at the end of the bridge along
a delightful shaded track were rewarded with the sight of a lyre-bird. Well, on such
a day it couldn't be ideal, but it was the usual OFF happy event.
A BOOK LAUNCH - BETTY WEEKES
"Woollsia" has seemed to me to be a strange name for a member of the family Epacridaceae,
with flowers and leaves that are anything but woolly. Light dawned on the mystery
recently when I received an invitation to a book launching. The author, Lionel Gilbert,
was formerly a lecturer at Armidale College of Advanced Education; the book - William
Woolls - a most useful colonist. Woolls, a young orphan migrant, became a schoolmaster
in Parramatta and Sydney in the early colonial days. He was a tireless writer and
'dedicated amateur botanist who eagerly investigated the vegetative environment of his
adopted country and wrote many pioneer works on Australian plants'.
"Harrisford", the original Kings School, now restored and open as a museum, was the
scene of the launching, as it was here that Woolls was first employed, before opening
his own academy. He found great interest in the native flora of his environment around
Parramatta and elsewhere. Even in those days, some far-sighted people were giving
warnings about the wholesale clearing and burning of native vegetation, and Woolls was
a very vocal member of this group. He would most certainly be in sympathy with the
opponents of clear-felling in our day.
It is interesting to note how many plants have been names for Woolls, among them
Enchydra woollsii, Cyathea woollsiana, Pterostylis woollsii and Eucalyptus woollsiana.
Baron von Mueller was among those to whom he sent specimens of new plants he
discovered, and acknowledged the help he had given in this way. He wrote a number of
papers and other works on botanical subjects, and his herbarium became part of the
State Collection when added to that of Joseph Henry Maiden, who later became the
Director of the Sydney Botanic Gardens.
Like Miss Louisa Atkinson, Woolls was an 'enthusiastic amateur', although not ignorant
in the field of botany, and it is very interesting to read of the efforts of such
people in the early days of N.S.W. We considered the rather hot afternoon out in the
west had been very well spent.
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PROPOSED WYONG STREET DEVELOPMENT, NEVERFAIL BAY
Progress report from Harry Whaite.
At our meeting on February 3, John McNeil, the Hon. Secretary of S.O.S. (Save Oatley
Suburb) addressed our members about a proposed development at Neverfail Bay, between
Wyong Street and the railway track.
It envisages the construction of 93 one-bedroom units in a non-unit residential area,
ostensibly for senior citizens, but possibly with a mix of younger persons. The main
objections raised to the project include the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

being multi-storeyed, it wouldrjut 15 metres into the air; it ignores the
requirements of the Foreshore Protection Area;
there would be brick walls up to 3.5 metres high along Wyong Street.
the construction would diminish open space, destroy native flora and fauna
and kill the local 'village' atmosphere;
there is no local bus service; the distance to Oatley Station and shopping
centre is over one kilometre with a sharp rise up Wyong Street. This would
prove distressful to many elderly people, and would tend to confine them to
home;
no adequate provision has been made for Stage III Care (nursing home) and
Stage II Care (hostel). Stage I Care (self care) is considered appalling.
The requirements of State Environmental Planning Policy No. 5 would not be
met; and
off-street parking would be hopelessly inadequate.

At a meeting in Oatley Memorial Gardens on February 15, which was attended by a number
of our members, John McNeil reiterated the points he had made at our meeting earlier
in the month. He was supported by other members - Guy Yeomans, Member for Hurstville
(who incidentally, is one of our members), Fred Cavanagh, Mayor of Kogarah, Alderman
Ross Green and Milo Dunphy. The Kogarah Council representatives pointed out that the
application could not be perfunctorily rejected, but would have to be examined in
accordance with the proper procedures. Should Council reject the proposal, the
State Government could override its decision.
At its meeting on March 3, Kogarah Council rejected the application and decided that
it would ask the State Government to resume the land for a park. Since its presentday value is about one million dollars, acquisition for this purpose will be difficult
to achieve.
This is not a party-political matter, but strong community support will be necessary
for such an acquisition to proceed. You are asked to write to your local State
Member of Parliament supporting Kogarah Council's stand, and asking that the land be
resumed for parkland. Hurstville electors should write to the Hon. G.A. Yeomans, M.P.,
303 Forest Road, Hurstville, 2200; and Georges River electors to the Hon. F.J. Walker,
Q.C., Minister for Housing, 34th Level, 8-18 Bent Street, Sydney. It will also help
if residents of Neverfail Bay (and the nearby heights) write to Kogarah Council
supporting its stand in rejecting the application, and supporting its request that
the land be resumed for parkland.
OPENING OF THE N.S.W. WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN
Harry Whaite represented this Society at the Wilderness Society's new premises at
57 Liverpool Street (adjacent to Paddy Pallins). Peter Thompson welcomed the
speakers and guests, and the campaign was launched by the Hon. R.J. Carr, M.P.,
Minister for Environment, Planning and Consumer Affairs. His speech was of interest,
particularly in regard to the steps being taken by him and his department to prevent
unbridled destruction of the North Coast wetlands. Robyn Williams (ABC Science Show)
also spoke and Peter Thompson concluded the proceedings. Light refreshments were
then served.
Within the next few weeks, the State Government will be receiving recommendations on
a proposal for a Wilderness and Wild Rivers Act. This Act would ensure that
wilderness values are considered at an early stage of political and planning processes.
The proposal has the support of Bob Carr, but it needs the approval of Cabinet. It is
suggested that you write to the Premier, the Hon. N.IC. Wran, Q.C., M.P., and to the
Hon. R.J. Carr, M.P., at Parliament House, Macquarie Street, urging them to speed the
passage of such an act through Parliament. To help gain wider support on the matter,
a letter to the Hon. T. Moore, M.P., would not be amiss. Tim Moore is opposition
spokesman on the environment, and he was present at the opening of the campaign.
GOINGS ON
Congratulations to our President's son, Lucas Blacker and Kim, who were married on
March 23rd.
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in.
April 28 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. WALKING THE KOKODA TRAIL IN NEW GUINEA.
A presentation by walker and trips organiser, Clive Baker. Mr. Baker has
walked this historic trail a number of times and has organised adventure
tours to Papua-New Guinea. He has a special interest in the relics of
World War II to be found along the track. Hear about the difficulties and
the pleasures of walking in this inhospitable area with its tropical downpours, humidity and steep terrain.
May 3 (Saturday). Field Day. IC-ring-gai Chase National Park walk. Round trip from
Berowra to Cowan Creek and return to Mr. Ku-ring-gai. A beautiful walk of
about 12 km, taking 6 to 7 hours. Features include the scenic beauty of
Cowan Creek, the historic Waratah Bay (site of the old Windybank boatshed)
and a variety of plant habitats. It is possible just to walk to Waratah Bay
and return, which is less than half the distance of the full walk.
Carry lunch and drinking water.
Travel arrangements: Meet at Berowra Station at 10.00 a.m. A train leaves
Oatley Station at 8.20 a.m., from Mortdale at 8.28 a.m.; from Hurstville at
8.32 a.m. Change at Town Hall and catch the 9.11 a.m. train to Hornsby and
Berowra. Leader: Val Boyan, Telephone 533 1013.
May 5 (Monday), Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet at 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of the weather, ring Nancy Beattie on 523 7458.

If in

May 18 (Sunday). A special event!!! A barbecue lunch at the home of our President,
John Blacker, at 110 Woronora Pde., Oatley. Time: 12.00 noon. This is a
fund-raising event, OFF 's contribution to the Friends of the Hacking River.
Food and drink supplied. Cost and further details at the next OFF meeting
or ring John on 579 5356.
May 26 (Monday).

Local author, George Adams, speaks on BIRDSCAPING YOUR GARDEN.

W00DCHIPPING IN N.S.W. - THE FOREST FUTURE. A Conference convened by the Total
Environment Centre, Thursday, May 29th at St. Andrews House Auditorium (next to
Sydney Town Hall). A full day conference (including lunch), with papers on such
topics as 'Environmental Protection Principles', 'Economics of Woodchipping',
'The Economy of the Eden Region', 'Forestry Management Practices' and 'Environmental
Effects in the Eden Region'. Expert speakers and panel discussion. Cost is $16.00.
Registration through the Total Environment Centre, 18 Argyle Street, Sydney.
WANTED - ADDRESS OF NEW MEMBER
Our Treasurer has repeated last month's performance!! He was distracted while writing
out a receipt for new members, John and Adrienne Smith, and failed to obtain their
address. The trouble is that there are twenty-six possible 5 J. Smiths' with
telephone numbers beginning with '57' or '53'. If anyone has a clue as to where they
live, will he or she ring Harry on 57 6459, perferably at night.
Incidentally, a large number of annual subscriptions is still outstanding. If you do
not intend renewing, please let Harry know as soon as possible.
NOTES FROM KOGARAH COUNCIL
A sum of $1000 was voted to level the verges along the length of the COMO BRIDGE
CYCLEWAY, and to spray these verges with bitumen emulsion and then sand the bitumen.
The first 3 metres of the adjoining embankment is to be sprayed with bitumen, sanded
and then seeded with grass. The Engineer is to obtain costs to extend the fence to
1.8 metres in height where local property owners are experiencing problems.
A sum of $1000 was voted for the purchase and planting of 60 super-advanced Australian
Eucalypts behind the fence line of the properties adjoining the cycleway.
The Council also refused consent to the erection of self care units for the aged at
10-18 Wyong Street, Oatley, and recommended the acquisition of the land for open
space. (See Harry Whaite's article in this issue).
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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OATLEY PARK BURNING
The Society recently issued a press release criticising 'hazard reduction® burning in
Oatley Park on the grounds that such burning was in conflict with the spirit of the
Draft Policy on Urban Bushland and that a burning programme could cause long term
damage to the park. The Leader published extracts from the press release verbatim and
the Express had an article in which our point of view was balanced against those of
the Fire Authority. Two letters to the editors followed, one from a bushfire officer
extolling the virtues of burning and suggesting it be extended to all reserves. The
other, printed in the Express, was from Chris Pratten, Environment Director of the
National Trust, raising objections to the concept of regular burning in bushland
areas, and taking the pragmatic view that, if Oatley Park was to be burnt, it was to
be carefully managed so as to cause the least damage to the area.
A number of positive results emerged from the protest. Three OFF members, John
Blacker, Alan Fairley and Julian Sheen, met with the responsible fire officers in
the park to exchange views. Whilst the fire authorities are committed to hazard
reduction burning, it is obvious that they are aware of community disquiet. Where
once they might have burnt the whole park, they now carefully identify the 'danger
areas' - in this case around the loop road and beside the main entry road. They
have worked with the National Trust to minimise the environmental damage. They do
not believe that Oatley Park needs any more hazard reduction "for at least five
years", and they supported a long-held OFF view that the park should be closed to
traffic on days of total fire ban.
One of the problems is that no one really knows for sure what are the effects of a
low level burn in an area like Oatley Park. For that reason, the National Trust has
set up test plots in the burnt areas to compare before and after. They will monitor
the change in the plant community as a result of the fire, gathering data on weed
regrowth, species and abundance. Such results will be most useful in formulating
future policies on burning in urban bushland areas.
Members responded generously to the appeal for the Friends of the Hacking River. At
our last club night, $109.40 was collected at the door, and two additional cheques
were received totalling $30. A marvellous result for a worthy cause. The FOUR have
now issued their brochure "Save the Royal from Urban Spoil" which everyone should
read (a few copies will be available at the next OFF meeting) and is shortly to print
a bumper sticker. There is also a speaker's kit of slides and information available
for showing to community groups. Further information may be obtained from the
Total Environment Centre, telephone 27 4714.
A small area of kikuyu and lantana in Oatley Park on the Lime Kiln Bay side of the
picnic area has been burnt and seeded with native plant seeds to try to regenerate
the area. The inevitable weed growth will need to be controlled by hand weeding.
The work is being supervised by the National Trust.
KANGAROO QUOTAS 1986
The Federal Government has announced 1986 kangaroo kill quotas for N.S.W, S.A.
Qld, W.A. and Tas. All except Tasmania were given increases on last year s quotas.
Queensland's quota is 1.38 million; Queensland had requested 1.8 million. The total
1986 quota is 2,673,600 - an increase overall from 1,986,000 last year. In 1934 the
estimated populations of the three largest species of kangaroo combined was 13.2
million. The Government claims the current population is around 16 million.
If you are aghast, ashamed, angry, annoyed, alarmed, apprehensive or apoplectic that
we should be still killing such large numbers of kangaroos and wallabies, then write
a letter to: Mr. R.J. Hawke, Prime Minister, Parliament House, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600,
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OOM1NOEVENTS
All meetings are held In the Uniting Ohurch Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come In.
May 26 (Monday) 7.45 p.m. B1RDS0APE IN YOUR GARDEN, a talk hy George Adams, local
author. An Informative evening highlighting the relationship between native
plants and birds In our suburban gardens.
May 31 (Saturday). P1ELD DAY. An easy walk around the beautiful Jlbbon Headland In
the Royal National Park. Magnificent sandstone cliffs, extensive views down
the coast, heathland and beach - all these and more. Travel: Train leaves
Oatley at 3.40 a.m., arrive Gronulla and meet at Bundeena Perry Wharf at
9.15 a.m. Walk begins from Bundeena. header: Val Boyan, telephone 533 1013.
June 2 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Beattle on 523 7453.

If In

June 23 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. Keep this nlgbt free for Mike Ghllcott's talk on
RARE AND ENDANGERED AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS.
FEFOFTONFOFHM^ HFBANF1ANN1NG1NN,S,W, By John Blacker
(OFF sent John as Its delegate to this forum at the Total Environment Centred
The first speakers Jim McClelland^ past Chief Judged land and Environment Court,
raised a number of points related to the lack of will of the N,S,W, Government to
address the problems of the urban environment, He accused them of biding behind
their commendable rainforest and national parks policies and ignoring, or even worse,
deliberately frustrating, the demands of urban citizens, He pointed out tbat the
establishment of tbe Environment Court wa5 in itself a great 5tep forward, but since
its establishment tbe Government bas deliberately bypassed tbe Gourt and its decisions
by either special legislation (e,g, Farramatta Fark, Fagewood Centre, Barling Harbour)
or by ministerial decisions that are without appeal.
He claimed that too much power is being vested in the Minister and that the Court,
with its imperfections, still offered the best way for citizens, local government and
State Government to participate in decision making. He said that it has been a
retreat from the promised land and that we should question why a government that is
so respectful of the natural environment should be so authoritarian in matters of
urban development.
The second speakers Stephen Harris, University of N,S,W,, gave a broad view of the
current urban environments with the constant changes that are occurring in roads, such
as expressways, major road systems, the monorails the heliport and on a more local
level with suburban streets and the problems of traffic flow. He pointed to the lack
of overall planning in most areas, but noted that not all change was bad and that many
developments had improved urban living. He summed up by pointing out that it is
difficult for the ordinary citizen to have any input into decision making and cited
the major influences in decision making in the urban environments developers, local
councils, state instrumentalities and the State Government, He also pointed out how
hard it was to find out their intentions and then to have any influence on their
decisions.
The discussion group then moved on to question the speakers, Delegates could then put
motions to the Ghair for the meeting's approval, Motions covered many urban issues,
e,g. Manly redevelopment, Gooks Fiver silting, the monorail and many other local and
not so local issued.
In summary, a well planned and informative meetings but 1 feel that it highlights the
very desperate need for an 'umbrella'or coordinating body that small local groups can
turn to for advice when confronted with local problems. There are a host of complex
forces that are affecting the urban environment and we need to be able to see the
overall picture. The creation of an urban version of the Nature Conservation Council
would be a step in the right direction.
LATEST MAGAZINES RECEIVED
Wildlife Australia - Autumn 1986; articles on rare frogss koalas, Kakadu.
National Trust Magazine - April 1986.
Also the latest Habitat, ACE Newsletter and TEC Newsletter.
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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THIRTY YEARS OF CONSERVATION HISTORY
O.F.F. has been involved in many conservation battles in the 30 years since it was
first formed. The Society has a solid record of community service in its work for
a better local environments, but it has also a respected place in the State's
conservation movement, being always ready to put its endeavours and support behind
wider issues of national or international importance. The Society's record can be
found in the boxes of files which have built up over the years. In those files can
be found letters, committee minutes, publications and newsletters which tell of
numerous battles won and lost, of people devoting time and energy in the cause of
conservation and of the controversies which have come and gone.
At the last committee meeting of the Society it was decided to present most of
these archives to the Hurstville Municipal Library where they could be properly
stored, indexed and available for restricted public use. Some records have already
been given to the Mitchell Library. The varied interests of OFF can be seen in
some of the file labels: Poulton Park; Lime Kiln Bay; Street Trees; Botany Ponds;
Urban Bushland Policy; Rainforest; Antarctica; Georges River; Barrier Reef; and,
of course, a thick file on Oatley Park, with issues such as the proposed rifle
range, Olympic swimming pool, Water Activities Centre, management plans, plant
lists, bay infilling, plant regeneration, control burning, and much more.
ATTRACTING BIRD'S TO YOUR GARDEN
At our last Monday night meeting, George Adams, author of books on birds in native
gardens, suggested ways of attracting various native birds to our gardens. He
emphasised the need for supplying birds with their needs - food, water,, shelter,
protection and nesting sites. Food may be in the form of nectar, insects or seeds,
so different birds are attracted by different plants. Honeyeaters, such as the
White-plumed Honeyeater, Spinebills and Noisy Friar Birds,, will be attracted by
Banksias, Grevilleas and Kangaroo Paws. Other birds like Thornbills, Yellow Robins
and Spotted Pardalotes look for insects amongst the leaves and flowers of trees
like Eucalyptus leucoxylon and E. sideroxylon rosea. Wattle seeds may attract
native pigeons, and Cockatoos have a liking for the fruit of She-oaks. Other
plants mentioned as good bird attracters were Dryandras, Melaleucas, Callistemons,
Eremophilas and Calothalmus. Some birds, like Blue Wrens, need dense shelter
shrubs. George stressed that the provision of water for cleaning of feathers and
drinking was probably more important in summer than providing food. This could be
done by a shallow dish or bird bath on a pedestal, out of reach of cats, and
preferably located close to a shelter shrub.
TOWRA POINT AQUATIC RESERVE
The Division of Fisheries has issued a draft management plan for their proposed
Aquatic Reserve at Towra Point, Botany Bay, and are encouraging public comment on
their proposal. The reserve will include Quibray Bay, Weeney Bay, Woolooware Bay
and the waters around Towra Point, It is designed to conserve the flora and fauna
and those habitats important to fish and fisheries in the area. Towra supports
stands of seagrasses and saltmarshes notable for their large extent and intact
condition. These wetlands are considered of primary importance in maintaining the
viability of estuarine and coastal fisheries. A wide variety of fish and invertebrates are found in the area, and numerous species of waterbirds, which are protected
by international agreements, are present. The proposal seeks to identify possible
undesirable impacts and to devise management strategies to deal with them. O.F.F.
will be preparing a submission on the proposal, and the two volumes of the Fisheries
Plan will be available for viewing at the next meeting.
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads-,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in,
June 23 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. RARE AND ENDANGERED AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS - a talk by
Michael Chilcott of the World Wildlife Fund. Mike is a recognised
authority on this subject and has been with WWF since 1983. He has done
post-graduate research on the diet of marsupials, especially possums, and
is the Australian Secretary for the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources. An expert speaker on a topic of vital
importance.
June 28 (Saturday). FIELD DAY SPECIAL. The Concord Foreshore Trail. See the last
section of the Parramatta River in its original condition. Visit the
historic Uralla House and Walker Convalescent Hospital. Historical notes
available on the day. Leader: John Blacker, Meet at Mcllwaine Park, Concord
Road, Rhodes (next door to Phillips Industries) at 10 a,m, For those going
by train, the Park is a short 3 minutes walk from Rhodes Station.
July 7 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Beattie on 523 7458.

If in

July 28 (Monday). Charmaine Williams tells us about a trek through Kashmir,
Dachigam National Park to Ladakh.
HACKING RIVER FUND RAISING
The total amount raised at John Blacker's barbecue and raffles was $228.60.
This means that members and friends have collected a grand total of $338.60 for
the Friends of the Hacking River, A marvellous effort!!
HALLEY'S COMET - OBSERVED (AT LAST)
(This article was held over from last month's OFF News because of lack of space.)
Spurred on by Harry Whaite's erudite explanations re this long-awaited visitor to
our skies (OFF News, Feb/Mar), Les and I accepted an invitation to join a group to
go 'comet-watching® on 9-10th April at Boyd River campground near Kanangra Walls in
a last attempt to view Halley's Comet. Arriving at the campground in the late
afternoon, we found the rest of the group had already chosen to camp under the
trees near a wide, bare expanse of ground with a clear view overhead.
Most unpromising dark clouds rolled in from sunset on, making it plain that 'early
to bed® was the best plan. Warmly snuggled into sleeping bags, we were not really
prepared to hear a loud call 'The sky's really clear, come and see IT® - and to
realise that it was 4.30 a.m.! But there IT certainly was, and what a lovely sight
that comet was (tail and all) amid the myriad of stars as we gazed straight upward,
the view unimpaired by any glow from city lights. When everyone had enjoyed the
sight to the full,both with and without binoculars, and when aching neck muscles
begged for a rest, we crept back to those warm sleeping bags for the remainder of
the night.
That evening there were no clouds to mar the sighting. Sure enough, about 9.30 p.m.,
the sighter-in-chief called 'He's there®, and we all got up from the campfire and
went over to the viewing area once more. A different aspect, but the same large
luminous glow greeted our eyes. Halley's Comet (1986) had been observed by seven
people twice in 24 hours.
Betty and Les Weekes
MAGAZINE NEWS
The COLONG BULLETIN is just one of the many publications to which OFF subscribes and
should be essential reading for all conservationists wishing to keep up with the
latest issues. In May 1986 issue (available at club night), there are items on
Border Ranges N.P. managements Mr. Wran in the Oxley Wild Rivers N.P., control
burning in Kosciusko wilderness areas, an address of Mr. Tim Moore (Shadow Minister
for Environment) to a forestry group, attempts by the Water Board to clean up Blue
Mountains' streams, opposition to damming the Colo Gorge, and a list of new environmental laws foreshadowed by Mr. Carr, Minister for Planning and Environment.
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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SALT. PAN CREEK
The recently announced State Government Bicentennial Grant of $h million to Bankstown
Council for 'improvements' to Salt Pan Creek is a good example of how public
authorities can get carried away, with grandiose schemes without adequate care for the
environment. On the surface it does seem a worthwhile project. Salt Pan Creek is a
neglected area, with its upper shores subjected to damage from trail bikes, weed
infestation and rubbish dumping. The plan is for $1 million to be spent on a cycleway along the western side, picnic areas, playgrounds, landscaping with eucalypts and
casuarinas, a fishing deck and boardwalks through the mangroves. But newspaper
articles talk of clearing 'several mangrove plantations' and 'draining swampy areas'.
What this means is that valuable saltmarsh and mangrove communities will be dredged,
drained and infilled. The saltmarsh areas.of Salt Pan Creek are especially
interesting as they contain plants which are uncommon in the Sydney area, and two
which are quite rare. Wilsonia backhousei, a small fleshy leaf plant with white
flowers, is found here, one of only two locations north of Jervis Bay. Gahnia filum
is another rare plant of the saltmarsh, it was once believed to occur no further
north than Jervis Bay, but at least two plants occur along Salt Pan Creek, a disjunct
occurrence which represents its absolute northern limit.
OFF members, Colin Gibson and Robert Miller, who have been compiling a check-list of
plants of the Bankstown Municipality, informed the Council of the presence of these
plants and the National Trust has also written to the Council expressing, its concern.
When no response was received after two letters, the Trust wrote to the Minister for
Planning and Environment. As work is due to commence soon from the Henry Lawson
Drive, the site of one of the saltmarshes, the matter is urgent. If you live in the
Bankstown Municipality, aletter or phone call to your councillor expressing your
concern may have some effect. No one is suggesting that the project be halted
entirely; it should be easy to protect environmentally sensitive areas, while at the
same time continue with the Bicentennial programme.
ENDANGERED AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS
Mike-Chilcott, Assistant Director of World Wildlife Fund (Aust.) ,, spoke at our ,last
meeting. Listed below are some of the animals the WWF is concerned about:
* Orange-bellied Parrot: migrates between the coastal marshes of Tasmania and
Victoria; may be down to 150 individuals.
* Dibbler: a W.A. carnivorous marsupial; found by chance in 1967; only 7 individuals
trapped up to 19813 found again in 1985.
* Queensland Hairy-nosed Wombat: one of the rarest mammals in the world; 40-70
animals confined to one small area in Epping Forest N,P., which has been fenced
to keep out sheep and cattle.
* Greater Sticlc-nest Rat: probably extinct,on,mainland; about 750 left on Franklin
Island off South Australia.
* Eastern Barred Bandicoot: originally common west of Melbourne on grassy basalt
plains; now only found near Hamilton-, Vic.. especially around rubbish tip where
there is shelter; about 300 left oh mainland.
* Numbat: from Jarrah forests of south-west W.A., where it lives in burrows and
feeds on termites; habitat cleared for wheat. A captive breeding programme is
operating using an artificial diet.
* Gouldian Finch: from grasslands Of Northern Australia; numbers steadily declining
over past 15 years; research is being done to find out why.
* Bilby: range reduced because of grazing and rabbits; now restricted to three
desert areas. There is a captive breeding programme in Alice Springs.
* Dugong: from the tropical waters of Northern Australia; hunted by islanders.
* Leadbeaters Possum: from Mountain Ash forest of Victoria, which is heavily logged;
it needs tree hollows for its survival.
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in.
July 28 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. Well-travelled OFF member, Charmain Williams, will show
slides and talk on FLOWERS AND GOMPAS, a trek through Kashmir, Dachigam
National Park and Ladakh, a trip she did in July, 1984.
August 2 (Saturday). Field Day. GHOST TRAIN WALK. Follow the old train line between
Waterfall and Otford, including a number of abandoned tunnels.
Leader: John Oakes of the Railway Historical Society. Meet 9.30 a.m. at
Waterfall Station. The walk is 16km, some of it along an overgrown track
so wear suitable shoes. The return will be by train from Otford, leaving
5.38 p.m. Lunch at about 1.00 p.m. at Helensburgh Station. Those wishing to
join for only half the walk may walk Waterfall to Helensburgh, or join us for
the Helensburgh-Otford section, which includes the tunnels. A train leaves
Mortdale Station about 9.00 a.m. (check timetable for details).
Contact: Alan Fairley - 570 8332.
August 4 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Seattle on 523 7458,

If in

Note:
The bus trip planned for Saturday, 27 September to Fitzroy Falls has been
cancelled because of increased costs. It is now planned to take a train to Moss Vale,
via the Illawarra escarpment. The trip up through the rainforest of Macquarie Pass
National Park is reported to be very beautiful. We are hoping to book an entire
carriage, but to do this we must have names by next meeting. Cost: $11.20 adult
return; $1.10 pensioner; $1.40 child. Please let John Blacker know by next meeting
if you will be coming, or ring him on 579 5356.
Australian Conservation Foundation meeting, Tuesday, August 19 at 7.15 p.m.
Presenting Allan Fox, 'Managing our Australian Heritage' - a look at three great areas;
Kakadu, Kimberleys and Eden. Admission $3. Australian Museum, Hallstrom Theatre,
College Street, Sydney.
Cape York Flora. A recently completed survey of Cape York (Old) has found an amazing
variety of 2532 native species. An incredible 10 per cent of the material was new and
unnamed. One wonders what is being destroyed as Queensland rainforest continues to be
logged. How many species have disappeared without even being known?
For Sale. Ladies walking boots, size 5, as new.
Charmain Williams.

$40 o.n.o.

Ring 533 3201 (evenings),

Endangered Animals book. Following the talk last club night by Mike Chilcott, we have
purchased 20 copies of an excellent children's book on endangered animals. It comes
with a set of animal cards. It will be available at next meeting for $4 - first in,
first served.
HOW CLOSE TO EXTINCTION? Still on the subject of endangered animals, there is an
excellent article in the most recent EGOS (Winter 1986) outlining how close the noisy
scrub-bird came to extinction. This bird is found only in densely thicketed gullies
and hillsides of Mt. Gardner above Two Peoples Bay in W.A. It may have been down to
30 males in 1946, but numbers have since increased to about 120 males.
Liberals call for Georges River Co-ordinating Committee. It is good to see the NSW
Liberals putting more effort and thought into their environmental policies, A recent
press release from the Shadow Ministry has called for a Committee to ensure proper
environmental protection of the Georges River. At least 23 State and Local Government
authorities have an influence on the quality of the Georges River. Mr. Tim Moore,
Shadow Minister for Planning and Environment, has criticised Mrs. Crosio, the former
Minister, for repeatedly rejecting Liberal calls for the establishment of a proper
co-ordinating and monitoring body for the river.
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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EDITOPIAL^ This Society is non-political. its members hava sympathies with a broad
spectrum of political idaas. Our decisions arc basad on conservation ideals and wc
have not baan backward in criticising any political party which has anti-anvironmcntal
policies. Wa have in raccnt years baan ready to praisa the substantial achievements of
the Wran Government in environmental mattars, but al^o ready to criticise its mistakes
(e.g. Kurnell industrialisations Helensburgh and Landcom, Laura ascarpmant davalopmant,
Manai-Woronora bushland destructions failure to stop South Goast wood-chipping).
Politically, tha conservation movamant is antaring a new ara. Tha naw Pramiar^
Mr. Hnsworth, is not notad for his anvironmantal sympathias. With tha larga votar
swings in tha two racant by-alcctions, wc must bagin to take the altarnativa policias
of the Liberal Party mora sariously. It saams that tha Liberals hava thamsalvas
raalisad tha importanca of environmental policias (or the strength of the environments
lobby). Thay ara currantly developing a draft Natural Environmant and National Parks
policy, a documant wa ^11 should axamina closaly whan it is released.
Also timely, is tha ralaasa of an "Environmant Nawslattar" from tha offica of Mr. Tim
Moora, MP, Shadow Minister for Environmant. This outlinas soma of tha Oppositions
currant policias. Thasa includa^
National Parks^ "The Liberal Party will not condona logging of the rainforasts
of NSW; raspacts tha integrity of the boundarias of National Parks and will not
raduca tha prasant boundaries; opposas logging or mining within the boundarias
of National Parks, provided a full and propar consultativa process is undartakan.'
Monorails "The TNT Monorail is an environmentally unaccaptabla intrusion into
Sydnay"s Gantral Business District, ^ a n coupled with tha invasion of tha
pracinct of tha restored Queen Victoria Buildings the Monorail bccomcs a
monstrosity. No construction should be parmittad without proper public scrutiny
of its Environmental Impact Statement and adaquata provision for public objaction
to tha projact."
Landcom Standards^ "Landcom and other govarnmant bodies should be subjcct to
cxactly tha same development standards that local councils have to apply to
private davalopars."
Painforast Policy^ ^ i l a reaffirming the Libaral Party"s opposition to logging
in national parks, this policy discussas tha need to compansata any person "who
can demonstrata a lagitimata diract and adverse cffcct upon them arising from a
decision on rainforasts and to considar the "lagitimata concarns of tha timba^
industry".
A copy of this Nawslcttar will be available for viawing at tha next maating. It also
contains itams on Kurnall zoning, sewerage planning, urban planning issuas, Golo Pivcr
dam and Georges Pivar co-ordination.
A minus for tha Libaral Party is its continuad strong support for the South Goast w o ^
chip industry and its link with its Goalition partner, tha National Party, which still
baliavas that all conservationists ara Volvo-driving trandy laftists, that tha only
good kangaroo is a daad one and that rainforasts arc God"s gift to loggers.
Priands of Hacking Pivar have printed 10000 bumpar stickcrs with the slogan "D0N"T
SPOIL THE POYAL". Thasc arc available at OEE mcatings for §1 aach. Tha group has
bean vary activa, but is limited by lack of funds. Evary purchasa of a stickcr will
halp.
Programme for 1987. Val Douglas is now drawing up tha Glub Night programma for next
year. She would like to know if you hava haard anyona who would make ^n interesting
spaakar at our maating. If so, ring her on 57 7783.
Val has cxtractad soma intarcsting figures from our racords. Lactura topics from
1959 to 1985 wcra^ Birds 43, Placas 53, Ecology/Gonsarvation 35, Native Plants 31,
National Parks 27, Insccts 13, Saa Shora 11, Gaology 9, Paptilas 5, Pish 6, Eungi 2,
Progs 2, Weather 2, Other Animals 20, Aboriginals 1.
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GHOST TRAIN WALK - WATERFALL TO OTFORD - 2/8/86
To avoid steep grades, sections of the Illawarra Riilway Line between Waterfall and
Lilyvale were resited with the new line being opened in 1914 and 1915. John Oakes
from the Railway Historical Society led a large group of OFF members and friends along
the route of the old railway line. The weather was clear5 crisp and perfect for
walking. The bush was green and healthy and dominated by a profusion of lemon-yelloW
Acacia longifolia.
We met at Waterfall Station and walked 60 chains south to the
site of the old station from where we could see the deep cutting which was converted
from the old Waterfall tunnel. Remnants of the tunnel brickwork can be seen in a few
places. Next we went to Cawley's Camp and inspected the Cawley Creek culvert. Everyone marvelled at the beautiful old bricks and still perfect condition of the
construction. The abandoned tunnels have been used for mushroom growing and John Oakes
arranged for us to visit the Helensburgh Mushroom Farm which uses the old Cawley Creek
tunnel. For some irreverent souls the sight of 50 people patiently queuing to peer
through a tiny hole in the door at the tunnel portals had overtones of Monty Python.
Before lunch at Helensburgh Station we looked at the site of the old station which was
in a clearing between the Cawley tunnel and the old Helensburgh tunnel (now used as a
water reservoir for the Metropolitan Coal Colliery). It was interesting to note the
two houses still in use which were evident in a photo of the old Helensburgh Station
pre-1914. We skirted around the Metropolitan Coal Colliery to which conservationists
have been refused access, and walked to Lilyvale via the old Lilyvale tunnel No. 2 and
after a detour to look at the Camp Creek culvert. The rainforest in the gullies was
very pleasant and it is fortunate that the proposed dumping of slag from the colliery
was not allowed to proceed. As well as coal dust pollution in Camp Creek (and
eventually in the Hacking River) from the coal colliery, the area near Lilyvale
suffers damage from pigs from the pig farm which are allowed to run wild. This was
shown by broken vegetation and a number of pig wallows; It was sad also to see the
denuded and eroded condition of the former rain forest which has been cleared for the
OtfordFarm horseriding establishment. The Hacking River runs through the farm and no
doubt receives pollution from the runoff. Also on the river we saw the railway dam
at Otford from which water was pumped for the steam engines. A comfortable train ride
ended a very enjoyable and informative day.
Val Argall,
LANDCOM AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Increasing concern is being expressed about the activities of Landcom, the government
agency charged with the responsibility of providing cheaper land for home building.
Few would deny that this service is an important one, but not at any cost. It seems
that Landcom has become more concerned with making revenue and less concerned with
adequate planning procedures and protecting the environment.
Consider these Landcom projects:
Woronora Heights and Alfords Point., The escarpments above the Woronora River have been
developed causing a scar visible from a distance: clearing of blocks has preserved
few trees and rain has carried sediments down into side creeks. Why? Because blocks
with views sell for more.
i
' ' '
Helensburgh. It is Landcom's development of 'The Ridge" which will help destroy the
village atmosphere of Helensburgh, destroying Wilsons Creek and add siltation and
pollution to the upper Hacking River, the life-blood of the Royal National Park.
Kariong, near Gosford. The proposed subdivision will have some of the smallest
building blocks in the state., Landcom is not subject to the same development standards
as apply to private developers. Indeed:, the streets are so narrow in this estate that
it could cause problems of access for garbage trucks* fire engines and other emergency
vehicles.
Menai. In its haste to develop, the Government has not set aside sufficient urban
bushland or parkland. Menai, Lucas Heights and the future West Menai developments
offered the ideal chance to plan a balanced community,, with homes and facilities in a
bushland setting, Little of the bushland is to be preserved and unique areas of
Wianamatta Shale capping containing many restricted, unusual or rare plant species
are about to have a shopping centre placed on top of them. The whole area is destined
to become just another urban wasteland.
West Engadine, New Landcom developments are being sited on the ridge-top just over
the Woronora River from the Lucas Heights Nuclear Reactor, and well within the
Restriction Zone around that facility.
If you are concerned about these matters, write to the Hon. F.J. Walker, MP.
both our Local Member and the Minister responsible for Landcom.

He is
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WILDLIFE ALERT
The Society regularly receives a news sheet from Wildlife Alert, issued by a forum of
groups concerned with wildlife conservation in Australia. It sets out current
problems and suggests letters for action. Here are some of those problems:
Export Woodchipping in Queensland, Recently the Minister for Primary Industry has
given approval for a new export woodchipping industry to be established in Queensland
and northern NSW by a company known as Hollow Tree Enterprises. The 250,000 tonnes
per annum to be exported is to be made up of three components; (a) sawmill waste from
northern NSW; (b) thinnings from eucalyptus plantations, and (c) the clearing of a
large property in the St. George area of Queenslands which makes up about a quarter of
the volume. Woodchip industries in other states which are now swallowing up native
forests were generally begun with a similar rationale of using up forest waste.
Oppose the introduction of such a destructive and controversial industry to a new part
of Australia. Write to: Hon. John Kerin, Minister for Primary Industry, Parliament
House, Canberra. ACT 2600.
Rare Bats and Mining, A report by the Australian Heritage Commission states that the
use of explosives to mine limestone is destroying cave formations at the Mt. Etna
Caves, Queensland. This mining is threatening the survival of Bat Cleft and its bat
colony. More than 80% of Australia's rare Bent-wing Bats use the Bat Cleft as a
maternity cave each year. Officers of the Queensland National Parks and Wildlife
Service are even prevented from inspecting the Bat Cleft.
Write to: The Premier, Hon. Joh Bjelke Petersen, Parliament House, Brisbane.
Request an immediate stop to the mining.
Antarctica. Despite efforts of conservationists, a minerals regime to facilitate
mining in Antarctica now looks likely in the near future. Australian mining and oil
companies and development-oriented government departments are showing increased
interest and involvement in the negotiations. Write to Barry Cohen and Bill Hayden
stressing the need for Australia to maintain its commitment to stringent environmental
safeguards on all Antarctic activities, and, more importantly, asking the Federal
Government to put more resources into environmental management in the region.
Write to: Hon. Barry Cohen, Minister for Arts, Heritage and Environment,
Parliament House, Canberra. ACT. 2600, and
Hon. Bill Hayden, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Parliament House,
Canberra. ACT.
2600.
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS
The NSW Minister for Planning and
series of new environmental goals
"The introduction of a Wilderness
national parks, are protected for

Environment, Mr. Bob Carr, recently foreshadowed a
for the future. These were:
Act to ensure wilderness areas, inside and outside
future generations.

The introduction of endangered species legislation to protect threatened plants,
habitats and animals which face extinction.
Further extension of national parks and nature reserves especially in arid and semiarid zones in the west of the state.
Legislation to provide for conservation agreements with land owners to protect
important natural areas in private ownership.
Careful planning of North Coast developments to protect wetlands catchment areas,
headlands and forests to prevent Queensland-style development spoiling the NSW
coastline."
EAST GIPPSLAND FORESTS
The Land Conservation Council, the Victorian Government's land-use advisory body,
recently released its preliminary recommendations about the future of the magnificent
East Gippsland forests. The Council recommended that some new National Parks be
created. These included the Rodger River Wilderness, Errinundra Plateau and
Coopracambra-Kaye region. But other important areas have been abandoned to clearfelling and woodchipping. The East Gippsland Coalition is calling for the protection
of other significant areas, like the untouched Brodribb catchments and the fauna-rich
Coast Range. A brochure showing these areas and appealing for your support may be
viewed on the notice board at our next meeting.
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the. Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days,
Please make yourself known as you come in.
August 25 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. 'Whales'. Whales have been in the news lately, with
increased sightings along the coast and recent beachings. Hear an expert
speaker from Project Jonah on this fascinating topic. Another exceptional
evening.
August 30 (Saturday). Field Day. Walk from Heathcote to Lake Eckersley on Woronora
River, Heathcote National Park. About 4 km each way. Full day, easy walk,
looking at Spring flowers. Bring lunch. Meet 10 a.m. Heathcote Station.
Leader: Harry Whaite, telephone 57 6459.
September 1 (Monday). First day of Spring. Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet
10 a.m. at kiosk. If in doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Seattle on
523 7458.
September 22 (Monday), The first of a series of talks on Antarctica. This one is
dealing with the problems of conservation on Macquarie Island.
September 27 (Saturday). A Field Trip with a difference!! Train to Moss Vale via the
rainforest of the Illawarra Escarpment. Response to this has already been
marvellous, so we have booked an entire carriage. Some members have
expressed a desire to get out at Robertson, explore for a few hours, and
pick up the train on the return trip. About 2 hours free time is available
in Moss Vale., Cost: $11.20 adult return, $1.10 pensioner, $1.40 child;
we believe that there is also a family ticket available for $8.80 per
family. Catch train from Hurstville at 9.10 a.m. Buy your own ticket, but
make sure you get there early as there will be a lot of people at the
ticket counter. Contacts; John Blacker (579 5356) and Val Argall (579 1874).
Wirrimbirra Sanctuary - Open Day on Sunday, 14 September 1986 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Talks and walks in this National Trust property for education, conservation and
enjoyment of the environment. Sausage sizzle with salad for lunch, $3 (need to order
in advance; ring (046) 84 1112). Wirrimbirra is along the Hume Highway at Bargo
(only about 1 hour's drive from Oatley).
Bundeena Walking Group. For those interested in Sunday walks, there is a group which
walks within the Royal National Park on the last Sunday of each month, March to
October. Meet 9.30 a.m. outside the Craft Shop, Bundeena. Cost: $1.00.
Allan Tagy is the leader. All welcome.
Address wanted. 'OFF News' sent to Cornelia Shepherd at 28 Llewellyn Street has been
returned, Does any member know her new address?
Ghost Train Walk. This activity held on 2nd August was a great success with over 50
people attending. Our thanks have been passed on to the leader, John Oakes, for
sharing his knowledge and enthusiasm with us. We walked along part of the old
Illawarra railway route, inspected abandoned tunnels and embankments, while at the
same time observed at first hand some of the problems facing the upper Hacking
catchment.
Fires and national parks. Recently released figures dispel the often-heard claim that
national parks are a bushfire threat to their rural neighbours. Indeed, it seems that
the reverse is true. During the last bushfire season, only three fires from a total
of 73 escaped from national parks. On the other hand, 34 fires entered national parks
from neighbouring properties. Between 1952 and 1984, 317 bushfires burnt in the
Blue Mountains N.P.; only seven escaped from the park before being controlled, but
20 entered the park from the surrounds.
A disturbing note is that 62 of the 73 bushfires last season had been deliberately
lit. The Minister for Planning and Environment, Mr. Carr, said that the high incidence
of arson and carelessness with 'burning off' was of great concern to all those
involved in fire control in rural areas.
Hon.President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Editor:
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IT'S ANNUAL DINNER TIME AGAIN I I
The OFF ANNUAL DINNER is on October 18th (Saturday night) at Peakhurst Bowling Club,
Holley Road, Peakhurst. Time: 7.30 p.m. This year's special guest speaker is
Mr. Bob Carr, MLA, Minister for Planning and Environment. We would like definite
bookings and payment on or before the 22nd September meeting. Cost is $12.50 per
head. Contacts: Ida Carder (57 5909), Phyllis Bryden (579 4046) and Lesley Cox
(579 3782, after 6.30 p.m.). COME ALONG AND BRING SOME FRIENDS.
AUSTRALIAN WILDFLOWER SPECTACULAR 1986
The Society for Growing Australian Plants is holding its annual wildflower show on
September 20th and 21st, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Castle Hill Showground (entrance
from Carrington Road). Free bus from Parramatta Station departs hourly from 9 a.m.
Entrance fee is $3.00 adults; $1.50 students and pensioners; children under 15 free.
Features include propagation demonstrations, children's corner, bush foods, flowers
from W.Ac, flowers from Tasmania, endangered native plants, Graham and Sandra Ross,
native orchids, bush band, a floral journey through N.S.W., and much more.
ROYAL NATIONAL PARK - EXTENSION
A detailed proposal to protect and extend the Royal and to preserve the upper Hacking
River has been prepared by the Total Environment Centre. A copy of the 52 page
submission to the N.S.W. Government is available for viewing at our next club night.
It includes a number of original maps showing: 1. The proposed park extensions.
2. Threats to the Hacking River Catchment. 3. Land Tenure. 4. Vegetation Map.
5. Wildlife Corridors. This proposal is the result of the work of the Friends of
the Hacking River group, of which OFF is a member.
NATIVE FLORA AND FAUNA CONSERVATION GUARANTEE, VICTORIA - A Report by Ida Carder
Many of our members will remember Philip Sutton - a young man who gave our Society a
great deal of support in the Poulton Park campaign, Philip is now working with the
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands in Victoria. The Victorian Government
has undertaken to legislate for a "Native Flora and Fauna Conservation Guarantee"
and, for the last two years, Philip has been working to produce a discussion paper on
the proposed Act. The project is now complete and Philip has sent us a copy with his
thanks to O.F.F. for the inspiration which eventually led to it.
The proposed legislation aims at "not only should past damage be repaired but future
damage should be prevented." The objects of the Guarantee, stated briefly, are to:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Protect Victoria's native ecosystems.
Protect communities of native species.
Manage habitats to remove threats to species.
Develop priorities for management.
Ensure that where flora and fauna (including trees and fish) are harvesteds
such use must be sustainable,

To achieve these objects, further research must be carried out to determine factors
affecting flora and fauna, such as damming of rivers, fuel reduction burning and
forestry techniques. The Act is to provide for the application of an Interim
Protection Order where necessary to protect listed species, communities and ecosystems
on public land, and listed endangered species on private land.
The public has been asked for comments and suggestions. This Society has sent
comments and congratulations to the Minister of the Department and to Philip Sutton.
The "paper" is a well produced document of 32 pages.
Committee by anyone interested to read it.

It may be borrowed from the
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COMING EVENTS
All meetings are held in the Uniting Church Hall, corner Mulga and Gungah Bay Roads,
Oatley West. Visitors and children are welcome at all meetings and field days.
Please make yourself known as you come in.
September 22 (Monday) 7.45 p.m. ANTARCTICA. The first of a series of talks by
the Antarctic Society. This one by Dr. Horning deals with 'Problems of
Conservation on Macquarie Island',
September 27 (Saturday) Field Trip. Train to Moss Vale via the rainforest of the
Illawarra Escarpment. OFF has booked an entire carriage. About 2 hours
free time is available at Moss Vale. Some members intend to get off the
train at Robertson, explore for a few hours, and pick up the train on the
return trip. There is a small remnant rainforest reserve in Robertson,
also the Big Potato and a friendly pub. Cost: $11.20 adult return,
$1.10 pensioner, $1.40 child; we believe that there is also a family
ticket available for $8.80 per family. Train leaves Hurstville at
9.10 a.m., returns about 5.20 p.m. Buy your own ticket at Oatley,
Mortdale or Hurstville, but make sure you are there early as 80 or more
people will be wanting ticket's. Contacts: Val Argall (579 1874) or
John Blacker (579 5356).
October 6 (Monday).
kiosk.

Long Weekend. Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet 10 a.m. at
If in doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Beattie on 52.3 7458.

October 18 (Saturday).

ANNUAL DINNER.

See elsewhere in OFF News for details.

October 27 (Monday). Local resident, Director of Total Environment Centre and the
State's No. 1 Conservationist, Milo Dunphy, presents a review of
Australia's National Parks and Wilderness Areas.
OATLEY PARK - MONITORING THE IMPACT OF THE HAZARD-REDUCTION BURNING
Prior to the burning of undergrowth in Oatley Park (see OFF News, May/June 1986), the
National Trust placed six quadrants in areas to be burnt. The aim was to investigate
weed infestation and changes in native plant cover following hazard reduction.burning.
The recording of data from quadrants three months after the burn has now takpn place.
Of the six quadrants, three were burnt, one badly weed-infested was burnt and two were
not burnt.
In the burnt areas, species diversity is similar to that prior to burning, although
in one quadrant previously densely covered with Gonocarpus teucrioides, species
diversity has more than doubled. Not surprisingly, plant cover has decreased
dramatically with plant cover three months after the fire being dominated by resproutin^
Anisopogon avenaceus (Oat spear Grass) and Lepidosperma laterale ( a sedge).
An inspection of the burnt area between the two roads revealed that the only weeds
present were the grasses Sporobolus africanus (Parramatta Grass) and Digitaria
ciliaris which are growing along the upper roadside.
The quadrants will be revisited at three-monthly intervals until one year after the
fire, then at six-monthly intervals for another three years.
THE WILDERNESS ACT NEEDS YOU !?
The N.S.W. Minister for Planning and Environment, Mr. Bob Carr, has just released the
Wilderness Working Group Report, This report was prepared at the Minister's request
by representatives of the conservation movement and the National Parks and Wildlife
Service. It presents a strong case for wilderness protection in N.S.W. It proposes
that the State's wilderness and wild rivers be protected by action such as: passage
of a Wilderness and Wild Rivers Management Act; the ultimate reservation of all
wilderness areas in national parks; hastened declaration of all wilderness areas in
existing national parks; and additional resources provided to N.P.W.S, to implement
the programme.
To ensure these measures are adopted, you are requested to make a brief submission to
the Minister indicating your support. This needs only to be a letter titled Submission
on the Report of the Wilderness Working Group, and sent to the Hon. R.J. Carr,
Parliament House, Sydney, by October 3rd.
Hon. President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon, Editor:

John Blacker, 110 Woronora Pde., Oatley. 2223.
Lesley Cox, P.O. Box 52, Mortdale. 2223.
Alan Fairley, P.O. Box 148, Oatley. 2223.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE !!!
After 14 years at the Methodist/Uniting Church Hall in Oatley West, we are moving our
monthly meetings to a new hall. We will now be on the other side of the track at the
Upper Hall of the Uniting Church, Frederick Street, Oatley (near the corner of
Letitia Street). The move is the result of two trends which indicated to the
Committee that a new meeting place would soon be necessary. Attendances at meetings
have been increasing, so much so that on popular nights there have been only just
enough seats for everyone. Also the Uniting Church Hall at West Oatley is changing
its emphasis from a hall to a church, with wooden pews and other religious items.
We have always enjoyed a good relationship with the West Oatley Uniting Church and
will be sorry to leave. However, the new meeting place, being larger, may give
members and friends more chance to mingle, something which was restricted in the old
hall because of lack of space. Let's try to fill the new hall for our first meeting
in October. See you there.
REFORM OF N.S.W, FORESTRY COMMISSION
The Total Environment Centre has recently commissioned a major report on reviewing
the Forestry Commission. It has been forwarded to the Minister responsible for
forests, the Hon. J. Hallam. With so many major battles, such as Boyd Plateau pine
plantings, rainforest logging, and woodchipping in the south-east, and so much
wrong with forest management in N.S.W., this report is timely. There are a number
of reasons for reforming the Commission. It is mainly interested in wood production,
and not in forest conservation; it strongly resists environmental improvements in
forest management; it opposes new forested national parks; it refuses formal public
input into management plans; and it allows too much discretion for the local
forester to log steep slopes, buffer strips and protection corridors.
The report suggests that the objects of the Forestry Commission should be reviewed;
that there is a strong case for the introduction of formal public participation
procedures into the Commission's management planning; that a broadly representative
'Forests Advisory Council' be established; that stricter conditions be placed on the
clearing of indigenous forest for the purpose of planting exotic pines; that the
Commission should consult with and have regard to any competing claims of the
National Parks and Wildlife Service for lands; and that the Commission should not
just consider timber production in its forest management, but also objectives such as
preservation of rare and endangered animals and plants, wilderness areas, wild and
scenic rivers and recreational trails.
No doubt the Forestry Commission will resist fundamental reform and try to convince
its Minister to do likewise. TEC believes that it is vital that as many people as
possible write to appropriate Ministers asking them to make the Forestry Commission
environmentally responsible and accountable to the public,
Write to one of the following; Hon. J. Hallam, Minister for Agriculture/Lands;
Hon. B. Unsworth. Premier of N.S.W.; Hon. Bob Carr, Minister for Planning/Environment.
Address: C/- Parliament House, Macquarie Street, Sydney. 2000,
HEATHCOTE BY-ELECTIQN - CONSERVATION CANDIDATE
The Heathcote by-election is likely to be a major test of the vote-getting power of
conservation and community issues. Important issues in the area are urban sprawl
into the upper catchment of Royal National Park and the extension of the Royal to
protect important rainforest gullies.
Lifelong Heathcote resident, horticulturist, ex-miner and conservationist,
Jim Powell, has been selected as environmentalist candidate for Heathcote; Convenors
of the campaign, Milo Dunphy and Geoff Sykes, are calling for the assistance of people
concerned about the environment. If you can help on polling day, with research, money
or materials in the lead up to the election, contact Alan Fairley at the next OFF
meeting or ring Milo Dunphy on 27 2523.
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Neville Wran, Conservationist
The September "86 issue of The Colong Bulletin announced that the Hon. Neville Wran,
0C9 has accepted the position of Patron of The Colong Foundation for Wilderness. It
also outlines Mr. Wran's major role in conservation in this State. Soon after
becoming Premier in 1976, the Colong Committee was invited to a meeting at the
Premier's office to discuss wilderness preservation and the creation of a Greater Blue
Mountains National Park. This was followed by an announcement that 150,000 ha would
be added to the existing Blue Mountains and Kanangra-Boyd National Parks. Within 10
months of becoming Premier, Mr, Wran spent a weekend in the bush with conservationists
near Kanangra Walls, and in November 1979 he walked in the Colo River area of the
proposed Wollemi National Park. Shortly after, the Wollemi National Park came into
existence. Mr. Wran was personally involved in the rainforest campaign and expressed
the view that the saving of the rainforests was the most memorable achievement of his
government. Mr. Wran's last bushwalk, as Premier, was to the Apsley Wilderness, now
the Oxley Wild Rivers National Park. After it, he announced a programme of
substantial acquisition of land for addition to the Crown lands already incorporated
into the park.
In the latest issue of Wildlife Australia (Spring 1986), Joseph Glascott, environmental writer for the Sydney Morning Herald, explores the courageous stand taken by
Mr. Wran to protect rainforests in the face of opposition not only from the sawmilling
industry, but also from within his own Cabinet, the Labor Party and the trade union
movement. Reading it, one realises how the fate of our natural environment can
depend on the decisions and effort of those we elect to govern us.
LEURA RESORT DEVELOPMENT
Despite assurances that the building of the controversial Leura Resort had adequate
safeguards to protect streams running from the catchment into the Blue Mountains
National Park, the August storms caused heavy pollution of the Valley of the Waters.
The damage was compounded by flooding from urban housing which was permitted in the
catchment. Silt and rubbish from the Resort construction site washed down the bare
slopes and filled dams. These then overflowed. One dam was breached and tonnes of
silt and water flooded into natural vegetation and down the Valley. Cloudy water
now runs where pristine clear water used to be. It is a sad irony that because of
this damage the local conservationists have attained credibility through being proved
right over one of their concerns with the development.
The whole development is a sad comment on the lack of adequate planning. The State
Government must bear much of the blame as they passed legislation to avoid making a
proper Environmental Impact Statement and to invalidate appeals before the Land and
Environment Court. Thus they supported the developer's interests at the expese of
the environment. When the building is finished, it will be 300 metres long (3
football fields !!!) and up to 20 metres high (5/6 storeys). It will be a major
visual intrusion along the Blue Mountains escarpment. Sitting high on the cliffline,
£t will degrade views of a natural and unspoilt section of the escarpment and be
visible from Kings Tableland, Jamieson Valley and Mt. Solitary in the south and west.
FIELD DAY 27/9/86 - OFF EXPRESS - HURSTVILLE-UNANDERRA-MOSS VALE
Val Argall
More train trips was the general concensus following OFF's scenic trip to Moss Vale
via the line connecting the Illawarra coastal plain with the Southern Highlands.
52 OFF members and friends occupied a reserved carriage which, as we were told by a
railway enthusiast, once operated as part of the old Cootamundra Mail. Open windows
and the long slow climb up the escarpment allowed us to appreciate the panoramic
views of the coastal plain, the lush beauty of the rainforest, the bush sounds and
scents, and the spring flowers. The climb ends at Summit Tank where there is a
lookout over the coast, however as the train was running late, there was no time for
sightseeing and we had to stay on the train. Our disappointment, however, was
dissipated by glimpses of Waratahs and clumps of purple Patersonia in the open forest
extending nearly to Robertson,
At Robertson, which is in dairying country, a small group left the train to explore
a rainforest remnant about five minutes from the station. Sadly the rainforest
seemed dry and exposed, possibly because the patch is too small to be viable.
However a gnarled old pine clustered with moss and ferns provided a pleasant place
for lunch.
The main party enjoyed lunch in the garden near Moss Vale Station where the spring
flowers, including tulips, were very beautiful. Moss Vale is the major railway
station between Sydney and Goulburn and where refreshment-room breakfasts used to
be served to passengers on interstate expresses.
A highly recommended excursion!
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COMING EVENTS'
Meetings are held on the 4th Monday of the month at the Uniting Church Hall, Frederick
Street (near corner of Letitia Street)s Oatley, Visitors and children are welcome at
all meetings and field days. Please make yourself known as you come in.
October 23 (Thursday) 7.00 p.m. - Hurstvile Municipal Council - Public Meeting at the Civic Centre., McMahon Street, A talk will be given by officers of
the Board of Fire Commissioners, together with films, handout material and
a question and answer session. A good opportunity to hear first-hand what
fire officers have to say about controlled burning, etc.
October 27 (Monday) 7.45 p.m. Milo Dunphy, Director of Total Environment Centre and
Vice-President of ACF, presents 'ACROSS AUSTRALIA AND BACK', a review of
National Parks and Wilderness Areas. Milo was recently awarded the Order
of Australia (AM) for his work for conservation. In the late 1960s and
1970s, he was the inspiration for the Colong and Boyd campaigns, and his
flair for publicity and work for the Colong Committee soon made him the
best known and most effective conservationist in N.S.W. He has a lively,
informative and stimulating style and a thorough knowledge of his subject
matter. Don't miss this one *S
November 3 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk. Meet 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Beattie on 523 7458.

If in

November 8 and 9. CAMPING WEEKEND AT BLACKHEATH. Camping in the town camping ground.
Some overnight vans available, but you will need to book them in advance
by phoning (065) 85 0264. Meet Saturday morning at 10.30 a.m. at the
camping ground. Give yourself at least 2 hours to drive to Blackheath.
Activities will include a trip to Mt. York to walk the old Cox's Road, and
a walk down Grand Canyon (time and weather permitting). Contact:
Contact: Val Boyan, telephone 533 1013.
November 24 (Monday). Our last get-together for the year.
followed by supper.

Annual General Meeting,

AUSTRALIAN CONSERVATION FOUNDATION presents ...
A special illustrated talk, JERVIS BAY, BEAUTY UNDER THREAT. Speakers will include
Alan Catford, ACF, on natural values of the area; Ken Murray, Town Planner, on
development pressures on the Bay; and Michael Bland, Ecofund, on the impact of the
navy's proposals. Time; Tuesday, October 21, at 7.15 p.m. Place: Australian Museum
(Lilac Room), William Street, City. Cost: $3 and $2.
ANTARCTICA EVENING. At last month's meeting, Dr. Horning, Secretary of the Antarctic
Society of Australia, showed slides of Macquarie Island and spoke of the problems
facing the island and of its past difficulties. He pointed out the fragile nature of
the environment, told of the great slaughter of seals and penguins in the past and
outlined Australia's scientific activity on the island. Current problems are mainly
associated with introduced animals. There are about 1000 feral cats which kill
ground-nesting birds and are difficult to trap. Half a million rabbits have changed
the vegetation patterns. Rats are on the beaches and mice in and around the huts.
The New Zealand Weka, introduced as food for early sealers, is abundant and has killed
many ground birds. This was another most interesting evening, with beautiful slides,
which took us to a part of Australian territory most of us knew little about.
WOLLI CREEK
During the Rockdale by-election, Mr. Unsworth announced that the southwestern freeway
(the F5) would proceed as a matter of government priority, taking the route through
the Wolli Creek Valley bushland. He said that a 5km viaduct over the Wolli Creek
area would 'ensure the least environmental impact®. Imagine the impact of such a
viaduct on this valley, the only remnant of native vegetation remaining in the
district!!
It is difficult to understand why the Wolli Creek route would be chosen when other,
more satisfactory, alternatives seem to exist which would be less costly, and have
less impact on the residents and on the natural environment. An independent inquiry
conducted by Commissioner David Kirkby in the late 1970s discussed a Bexley Road
option which would be less expensive and less destructive. Another alternative would
be better traffic management of existing roads, and the promotion of rail transport of
containers and pipeline transport of liquid fuels. Local councils, residents and
conservationists want the road reservation along the Wolli Creek route to be removed
and the land returned to the public as open space.
Hon, President:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon, Editor:

John Blacker, 110 Woronora Pde.s Oatley, 2223
Lesley Cox, P.O, Box 52, Mortdale. 2223
Alan Fairley, P.O. Box 148, Oatley. 2223
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EXPLORING CAPE YORK
Harry Whaite
Over five years ago, Olive and I visited Cape York in company with a Melbourne-based
party} but were unable to visit the Iron Range area near Cape Weymouth because of a
blocked carburettor and an almost inaccessible road. Readers may remember Mimi
Godffey's subsequent eulogy on the Iron Range, which she visited with one of Bert
Bolton's parties (see OFF News, February/March 1984).
Well, we finally made it! In Cairns one morning last August, Heather Mackey,
Margaret Turner, Estelle and Gordon Geering and I were picked up by Matt Trezise,
elder son of Percy of Quinkan fame. Two days later, and 770 kilometres from Cairns,
we passed through the Tozer Gap and descended into the Iron Range country. At a stop
in the gap, we found the tropical pitcher plant (Nepenthes mirabilis)flowering in
abundance, and excellent samples of the ant-house plant (Myrmecodia beccarii), This
latter is of particular interest. It is epiphytic, often growing on the broad-leaved
tea tree (Melaleuca vlridiflora), and itx bulbous stems are inhabited by an ant
species apparently living in symbiosis with the larva of the apollo jewel butterfly.
In obtaining specimens of the latter, irresponsible butterfly collectors are literally
exterminating the host plant in many areas.
Another interesting plant we saw here was the blue tongue (Melastoma polyanthum), the
fruit of which is edible but stains the mouth a bluish colour.
Beyond Tozer Gap the road branches left and north-eastwards to Portland Roads, 26km
away; the right branch leads to the Loclchart River community, 14km to the south-east.
We took the former road and set up our base camp on an elevation about seven kilometres
beyond this junction in open woodland-heathland country with a view eastward to the
ocean. We spent the next day in the Portland Roads area, calling in at the home of
Doug and Barb Holdsworth, long-time residents, who welcome all visitors. Afterwards,
we made a 7km detour to Chili Beach, just south of Cape Weymouth - a typical beach,
fringed with palms and pandanus, but littered along high water mark with the garbage
of civilisation, doubtless thrown overboard from passing vessels.
Another day was spent in the region of the Lockhart River community. The name is a
misnomer. Originally the settlement lay beyond the Lockhart River and about 70km
from the road junction previously mentioned. However, in the wet season, it was
isolated by the river, so the community was moved back to a site on Lloyd Bay near the
aerodrome.
This is Commonwealth-controlled, with two services by Air Queensland each
week.
In glaring heat, we walked 5km south along Quintel Beach to the mouth of the Claudie
River and back. We then drove back along the road to a point of easy access into the
Iron Range Rainforest. The range itself is only about 5km long and nowhere exceeds
200 metres in height, but our time was too limited to do more than see the fringe.
Before we broke camp on our last morning, we were fortunate, to see a number of palm
cockatoos in flight. These birds only inhabit the coastal zones near the tip of Cape
York Peninsula, living in areas between the eucalyptus woodland and the rainforest.
During our return to Cairns, we had little time in which to see examples of the
Quinkan rock art. However, Matt took us to Mushroom Rock which is south-east of
Laura. There is a variety of rock painting there, including a crocodile, an 'upsidedown' man, an eel, a dingo, an emu, several male and female figures, many hand stencils
and a number of quinkan figures. Being about 5km from the Peninsula Development Road,
this area is not as frequently visited as the better known Split Rock galleries which
are suffering from the impact of visitors, mainly from the dust raised by their feet,
Late on the eighth day, we returned to Cairns all satisfied with a worthwhile trip.
My only disappointment was that time did not allow us to climb Mount Tozer. Perhaps
this can be done on a future trip!!
LATEST PUBLICATIONS
Available for loan at OFF meeting.
ECOS, 49 - contains a chilling article on the effect of a nuclear winter on Australia
and the effect of a 1 Mt nuclear weapon on Sydney.
ACF Newsletter - the 'Fight for Forests' campaign details.
Wilderness News - the Eden woodchip issue, threats to Shelburne Bay (Qld), and
logging near Cradle Mt, (Tas).
Wildlife Australia - Wetland drainage, Rainforests of NSW as World Heritage Nomination.
OATLEY LIONS CLUB FESTIVAL — OCTOBER 25 — Oatley Pde,, Oatley,
up a display.

OFF will be setting
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WOODCHIP EMERGENCY
At our last meeting, Milo Dunphy stressed the importance of a letter writing campaign
to lobby local members of Parliament and government ministers to convince them that
our forests need to be protected from woodchipping. In the view of Total Environment
Centre, this is the major conservation issue facing south-east Australia at the
moment. Every letter (and every cash donation to the cause)helps.
Points you could make in your letter might include:
*
*
*
*
*

woodchipping uses clearfelling, destroying wildlife habitats.
trees are chipped to make paper in Japan.
national park proposals, such as Tantawangalo and Coolangubra, would protect
endangered flora and fauna and water catchments.
up to a third of clearfelled area is used for roads and log dumps, exposing the
soil and causing severe soil erosion.
woodchipping uses young trees which if left in the ground would become sawlogs.
But instead they are destroyed along with the jobs they would provide.

Act now! Send a letter to your local MP or the Premier OR make a donation to the
South East Forest Alliance, C/- Total Environment Centre, 18 Argyle Street,
Sydney, 2000.
TREES OF ANOTHER KIND
Hurstville Council is at it again!! Members have reported an increasing incidence
of Council work teams removing or severely lopping large trees from the streets of
Oatley. These are perfectly healthy trees which are not under any wires or causing
any danger to vehicles. Apparently people have simply requested their removal, and
the Council has obligingly agreed. The tree-lined streetscape is what gives Oatley
its special character and is the reason many people choose to live here. And yet
the Council can come along and use our rate money to employ gangs to remove or
deface those trees. Nothing is more ugly than a beautiful Tallowwood which has been
lopped back like some grotesque armless monster. If you see Council workers moving
in on trees in your area, ring the Council and complain. Individual householders
should have no right to,override the greater interests of the community and the
Council should be the guardian, not the destroyer, of those factors which make up a
pleasant, healthy community.
ANNUAL DINNER
Another most successful Annual Dinner has passed. The Hon. Bob Carr gave an
inspiring talk urging us to aim for excellence and pointing out that New South Wales
has the unique opportunity to develop a conservation record which will be the envy
of the world. As well as a social success, the dinner was also a financial success
with about $190 profit which will be used to assist worthy causes during 1987.
Some thoughts on Oatley Park, by students of Year 7 Hurstville Boys' High.
THE LIVING BUSH
As I sat in the bush
Surrounded by tall twisted trees
Breathing in the damp cold air
I began to hear faint chirps of birds
In their flight.
When I looked on the ground
I saw small toadstools
Like small animals' umbrellas.
I hope it will stay like that forever.
James Underwood

ALONE
I can hear the distant voices,
Otherwise
You're not in Sydney!
Rustling leaves in the wind
As you walk
You can feel the leaves,
Underfoot.
You can taste and smell
Eucalyptus
It's peaceful,
Alone,
As you walk
Through Oatley Park. Jamie Campbell.
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COMING EVENTS
Meetings are held on the 4th Monday of the month at the Uniting Church Hall,
Frederick Street (near corner of Letitia Street), Oatley. Visitors and children are
welcome at all meetings and field days. Please make yourself known as you come in.
November 24 (Monday). 7.45 p.m. Our last get-together for the year.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. Presentation of reports on the Society's
activities for the past year, followed by election, of the Committee
for 1987. This will be followed by MEMBERS' SLIDES. Bring along
6 to 10 slides. If we only have a few slides from the many trips and
OFF outings, it should be a most entertaining night. The meeting will
end with supper. Please bring a plate of something - cakes,
sandwiches, scones, biscuits, etc.
December 1 (Monday). Oatley Park flower study walk., Meet 10 a.m. at kiosk.
doubt because of weather, ring Nancy Seattle on 523 7458.

If in

January 16/17 to 23/24. Anyone interested in repeating last year's most successful
week in the Snowy Mountains? John Blacker is collecting names to spend
the week preceding the Australia Day weekend at Smiggins Holes.
Contact John for details on 579 5356.
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Friday, November 28. Invitation to Christmas Celebrations at Total Environment
Centre, 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. At 6.15 p.m. Milo Dunphy, Director of TEC, will speak on
the year's activities and the coming year's concerns. Address: 3rd floor,
18 Argyle Street, Sydney. Phone 27 4714.
Friday, November 28. Bushdance organised by the Wilderness Society, featuring
'Skewiff' one of the most popular bands in Sydney. Also support acts throughout
the night.
Place: Sydney Town Hall. Tickets: $7.00. Drinks and supper will be
available. Time." 7.30 to midnight. Phone: 267 7929.
Saturday, November 29 to Wednesday, December,24. TEC's Annual Book Fair. A huge
range of environmental books. Topics include natural history, hazardous chemicals,
pollution, bushwalking guides, urban planning and woodchipping. Also wilderness
calendars, diaries, children's books and greeting cards. 3rd floor, 18 Argyle
Street, Sydney.
LAST MEETING. Our new venue proved a great success and 85 people were treated to a
fascinating glimpse of some of the more remote areas of Australia through the
slides of Milo Dunphy. Milo's trip was through Central Australia to the Kimberleys
and western Queensland. His main impressions were: the impression of space; the
enormous number of dead stock on the road (along one stretch there was 1 sheep
every 100 metres for 100 kilometres); the huge proportion of our country devoted to
raising stock; the great destruction being done by burning and bulldozing the
remnant bushland (most of north Queensldnd is burnt at least once a year); the
biomass of termites; the impermanence and transient nature of most m o d e m structures
in comparison with the solidity of the buildings of the early settlers; the stoic
Aborigines, the true inhabitants and inheritors of north and central Australia.
TWO ITEMS OF GOOD 'WEED'NEWS
Kogarah Council has set aside $11,220 in its budget for the employment of bush
regeneration teams using the Bradley method of weed eradication. $5000 has also
been set aside for the purchase of plants for annual give-away. In this respect,
Kogarah is displaying admirable concern for the environment. (It should be added
that Hurstville Council no longer gives away trees to its ratepayers - OFF has
urged Hurstville to reinstate this practice).
Some of our troublesome urban weeds have recently come under scrutiny and two have
been gazetted as NOXIOUS. These are Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) and Rhus
Tree (Toxicadendron succedanea). The genus name of this species means 'Poison Tree'
(toxic - poison; dendron - tree). Heavy fines are imposed on anyone found growing
these plants - from $500 for the first offence, to $2000 for subsequent offences.
If you have neighbours or friends growing either of these plants, perhaps you could
point out that they are now noxious weeds. Also let the Council know if you see
these weeds in local bush. Pampas Grass is quite common in our area and is
spreading rapidly.
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